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Locally, the prospects for pubs is somewhat mixed –
while the future of several more looks distinctly gloomy,
there is news of one or two reopening, and at Whitfield
we have a completely new pub in the Kittiwake. And real
ale continues to make progress, several new Kent breweries having started operations within the last year.
Specifically in this edition, as well as the usual items,
Roger Marples visits Tonie Prinz at Hopdaemon Brewery, we take a look at the Coalition's election promises,
investigate the origins of IPA, and Paul Skelton digs up
some more on lost pubs.
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EVENTS DIARY
Fri 13 Aug
Sat 14 Aug

Mon 16 Aug
Sat 21 Aug
Fri 27 to Mon 30
Sat 28 – Mon 30 Aug
Bank Holiday Weekend
Fri 3 – Sun 5 Sept
Sat 4 Sept
Sun 5 Sept
Sat 11 Sept
Mon 20 Sept
Fri 8 & Sat 9
Sat 16 Oct
Mon 18 Oct
Sat 30 Oct

East Kent Morris Men – Coastguard (evening)*
Walk – Cliff Top Café, Capel (10am) then to Marquis & Hope,
Lydden
Swale Branch Bat & Trap – Castle, Oare (£3 per head – incs.
buffet)
Branch Meeting – King’s Head, Kingsdown.
Beer Festival/Fête – Red Lion, Stodmarsh*
Beer Festival - Black Pig, Barnsole*
Beer & Cider Festival – EK Railway Shepherdswell/Eythorne*
Crown, Finglesham Beer Festival*
Beer Festival – Louis Armstrong, Maison Dieu Rd, Dover*
Beer Festival, Maidstone & Mid Kent – East Malling Research
Centre
Historical Food Festival with the East Kent Morris Men –
Coastguard, St. Margaret's Bay*
Walk – Frog & Orange, Shatterling (12 noon) then Black Pig &
Charity
Branch Meeting – The Crispin, Worth.
Crabble Mill Cider Festival*
Stagecoach to Thanet Cider Festival (see Branch Web Site for
details)
Branch Meeting – Blakes, Castle Street, Dover.
Cider Social – Berry, Walmer 3pm (see Branch Web Site for
details)

Branch Website

www.camra-dds.org.uk

Branch meetings are normally held every third Monday of each month and start at 7.30pm.
For full details about rural rambles & pub strolls, please email john@ramblingrumbler.plus.com
or call 01304 214153.
Events marked * are not organised by CAMRA
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CAMRA Enters Parliament
N

ot exactly as an elected member, of course, although with 100,000 plus members and the support of many more, a CAMRA candidate would likely do a lot
better than many an independent, or even some of the smaller parties. However,
the Campaign has been appointed as secretariat to the All Party Parliamentary
Save the Pub Group, thus allowing its influence within parliament to take a huge
step forward. While CAMRA has been highly successful in lobbying at Westminster, this is the first time the organisation has been invited to participate directly and
give practical help to MPs to campaign for pubs in their constituencies.
CAMRA’s head of policy and public affairs Jonathan Mail said: “CAMRA is looking
forward to supporting the Save the Pub Group in its objective to preserve and protect the British pub. The Save the Pub Group will undoubtedly play a key role in
ensuring the coalition government brings forward a package of policies to support
and incentivise well-run pubs.” Pub champion Leeds North West MP Greg Mulholland was elected the group’s chair, and Northampton South MP Brian Binley and
Lord Bilston are the joint vice-chairs. Greg Mulholland said: “In the last parliament
the Save the Pub Group was successful in persuading the government to take seriously the threats facing Britain’s pubs. The group will build on this success in the
new parliament by effective campaigning on a whole range of issues including beer
taxation, planning law, and reform of the beer tie. Early priorities include maintaining progress on reform of the tie, working with the new government on the Decentralisation and Localism Bill which will introduce a community right-to-buy for pubs
threatened with closure, and the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Bill which
will ban the below cost sale of alcohol.”
As a first step CAMRA is lobbying the Government to ensure that it sticks to its
commitments, and shortly after the coalition was formed, wrote to Mr Cameron,
urging him to appoint a minister for pubs, to succeed the outgoing Labour administration's John Healey. The Campaign feels that either Greg Mulholland, or Nigel
Evans, vice chairman of All Party Parliamentary Beer Group would be admirable
choices. It is also urging its members to ask their MP to support Greg Mulholland's
early day motion (EDM) that seeks to recognise the importance of well-run pubs.
The motion calls for the coalition “to implement a package of policies which will
help secure the future of viable and well-run community pubs”. Jonathan Mail said:
“We have set ourselves the stretching target of getting more than 300 MPs – out of
an eligible 450 backbenchers – to sign this over the next year.” The EDM is a follow up on CAMRA’s election Charter campaign which received support from 670
candidates, 150 of whom were elected. “We aim to ensure the new government
either sticks by the Community Pubs Action Plan or comes up with its own,” said
Jonathan.
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The Local News
Contributors - Martin Atkins, The Mcilroys, Roger Marples,
John Pitcher, Tony Wells, Jim Green and Mike Sutcliffe etc.
Please note that any views expressed herein are those of the contributors
and are not necessarily those of this branch or CAMRA Ltd

If you have any news about a pub in your area – new beers or different beer range, alterations
to the pub, beer festivals or anything that may be of interest to our readers , please email:

channel.draught@camra
channel.draught@camracamra-dds.org.uk
We are, of course, equally pleased to hear from landlords with news about their pub.
DOVER
Golden Lion, Priory Place: Early June
saw Hydes Jekyll Gold and two brews
from White's of Bexhill on the handpumps – Brighton Rocks and Grumpy
Guvnor, the latter described as a special bitter, 4.5% ABV, malty and deep
amber. Malty it was, but more brown
than deep amber, in both look and
taste it more resembled a mild. However it was delicious. More Hydes at
the end of the month during the World
Cup when a visit found St George's Ale
alongside Exmoor Fox and London
Pride. At the Prince Albert local ales
are a regular alongside Ruddles Bitter
and Heritage Cider. At the end of June
Wantsum Dynamo was available.
Park Inn, Ladywell: Once largely devoted to Spitfire and brews from Adnams the real ale range has been expanding of late, and there has been talk
of adding a fourth pump. One evening
in spring we drank a very good beer
from Bath, Gem from memory, until it
was no more.
King Edward VII, Goschen Rd: At the
time of writing the pub is closed again,
with local rumour having it destined for
conversion to flats. No further information available at present. In Folkestone
Rd. work appears to be underway at
the Orange Tree, where permission

has existed for some years for residential use. In March a fresh application
was submitted for conversion to a family dwelling, together with erection of an
extension and alterations. And work is
still taking place at the Hare and
Hounds which ceased trading as a pub
some two and a half years ago. The
Renaissance, which was re-opened as
a cafe earlier in the year under its old
name the Alma, is at the time of writing,
closed again.
White Horse, St. James St: Jeanette
and Tango are now well established in
residence. Regular line-up is Landlord
and Lodden Ferryman's Gold plus a
couple of guests, which have recently
included Rudgate Well Blathered, and
a particularly excellent barrel of Hook
Norton Old Hooky. From among a wide
selection of other brews came the very
pleasing but oddly named 11 Transport
(unless we've got the name wrong)
from Cottage, Old Moore Porter from
the ever reliable Acorn Brewery, and
the very tasty Brass Monkey Bitter, for
whom unfortunately we lack details of a
brewery. Ever at the forefront of latest
developments in the local micro industry, in July Blakes was hosting beers
from the recently established Old Dairy
Brewery at Rolvenden. Comments so
far very favourable, the brewery's Blue
Top, a 4.8% ABV IPA being particularly
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well received. The brewery's other
beers so far appearing at Blakes have
been Red Top, a 3.8% ABV ordinary
bitter and Gold Top, a golden ale at
4.3%. The pub’s house bitter remains
Adnams and Adnams’ other brews feature strongly: in late July we had the
benefit of a barrel of the very pleasing
Gunhill Mild.
Castle, Russel St: Having been closed
for two and a half years, and sporting
three signs advertising it for sale, in mid
June everything suddenly changed.
The for sale signs disappeared and
work commenced inside. We understand that the pub has been privately
bought – the new owner planning to reopen as a pub and sell local real ale.
Real ale is also on the agenda at the
Cinque Ports, Western Docks, we
hear, which re-opened with new licensees in July – nothing more known at
time of writing.
Old Endeavour, London Road: Seemingly another pub that does not fit
Shep's current model, the outside now
carries a sign offering the freehold for
sale, meanwhile continuing to trade. At
the Eagle a refurbishment in late June
saw the removal of all the handpumps,
so this is probably its last mention in
this publication for a while. However, at
the end of Bridge St. opposite, well
kept Bombardier and Harveys Sussex
Bitter can be found at the Red Lion, a
cosy local, with a fine walled garden
behind.
Louis Armstrong, Maison Dieu Rd:
More good beer and garden just a few
hundred yards away, where the normal
compliment is Hopdaemon plus a couple of guests. Mainly relying on Kent
micros (Gadds, Goachers, Westerham
etc.), beers from further afield appear
from time to time. Recent months have
seen Northern Star and Panther from

Cottage, in their 'transport' range, and
from Brentwood the particularly palatable Hope and Glory. A major event in
early July was a visit from the Offcumduns Morris Dancers who spent an
evening at the pub. Hotdogs and burgers were available from the barbecue
in the garden, and as a further diversion the branch dadlums table was
once again set up at the far end of the
pub. In September the first weekend of
the month sees the annual Louis Armstrong beer festival.
Kittiwake, Whitfield: New Marstons
establishment opened in May – presumably to the standard Marstons format that is being rolled out across the
country. Heavily into food but with serious commitment to real ale, comments
on the latter so far have been good
although some have found it too cold.
However, lose one, gain one. The
Royal Oak at the northern edge of the
village, which has been closed for a
couple of years, is now the subject of
an application for its demolition and the
erection of nine houses. Seems a
shame after the sterling opposition led
by the then landlady ten years ago,
which saw a similar proposal thrown
out by the Council.
DEAL
Berry, Canada Rd: As reported in our
last issue the Berry has, for the third
year in a row, been chosen as Branch
Pub of the Year. Chris was duly presented with the certificate at a well attended session on Saturday afternoon
June 5th, with a beer selection that included Dark Star American Pale, Nelson Pressgang, Whitstable Renaissance Mild, Harveys Best, Teignworthy
Beachcomber, and Ha’penny Gog Magog, as well of course as ciders. There
was an excellent buffet, and lively musical accompaniment from the 'Ship's
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Band' plus friends, and a great time
was had by all. It was particularly gratifying to receive so much support from
neighbouring branches. As a further
accolade the pub has also been voted
Kent Cider Pub of the Year (see Tony's
Tappings).
Brickmakers Arms, Mill Road: Closed
since the beginning of this year, with
the freehold offered for sale by owners
Punch Taverns, in June workman were
observed at the premises. Information
from a local shopkeeper indicated that
the pub is not reopening, and the property is instead being converted into two
private homes. Its closure was subsequently confirmed in the Mercury,
which also informed us that an occasional visitor to the pub in the fifties and
sixties was Freddie Trueman, a friend
of the landlord at the time, Ernie Kemp.
Continuing up to Mill Hill John Townsend is still maintaining a single real ale
at the Mill Inn.
Eagle Tavern, Queen St: Reintroduced
last summer, visits this year have found
real ale's availability intermittent. Meanwhile the Hole In The Roof continues
with a couple from the national stable,
recently Directors and Young's Bitter –
in good condition but with the latter at
£3.20 for a pint.
Leather Bottle, Mongeham: Ex Flotilla
& Firkin Dan Warwick's pub on the
edge of Deal – ‘a friendly local, looking
spick and span after refurb', as one of
our members described it earlier in the
year. At the time real ales were Adnams bitter and Adnams Extra. Pleasing to see the latter around again, but
still not sure whether it is permanent of
just seasonal. Another visit later found
the range included an excellent barrel
of Purity Mad Goose. Not so good
though at Mongeham's other pub, the
Three Horseshoes which had no real

ale available on a visit around the same
time. In May the Sportsman at Sholden was selling Directors and GKIPA –
“Cosy foody pub, with good veggie
menu”
Prince Albert, Middle Street: July 27th
saw the pub host the launch of The Old
Pubs of Deal and Walmer by Steve
Glover and Michael Rogers. Including
also Kingsdown and Mongeham, the
book relates the history and stories
from over 350 pubs during the last few
hundred years. Among those featured,
is of course the Prince Albert itself,
whose deeds we learn date back to
1717. The property's first association
with alcohol would appear to be in 1855
when its occupant, William Riley, a
'marine store dealer' added beer retailer to his activities. In the following
decades it took the name Prince Albert
and acquired a full licence with beer
provided? by George Beer. Riley remained proprietor until the late 1880s
when he apparently lost favour with the
magistrates, being referred to as a lunatic. Subsequent landlords appear to
have been less colourful and the pub
eventually ended up in the hands of
Fremlins, and then Whitbread; before
being sold off as a free house. Current
owners are Michael Harlick and Colin
Vurley who offer a choice of three real
ales, almost exclusively from small or
micro brewers.
SANDWICH & RURAL
Crispin, Sandwich: The following was
sent to us from Terry West in late June.
“ Just to let you know we will be opening the Crispin Inn very soon. My intention is to build the real ale trade. The
pub has been closed for a few months
now, and my aim is to slowly increase
the products available on demand and
make the Crispin an attractive venue
for discerning beer drinkers.”
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Fleur de Lis, Sandwich: Black Sheep
Best Bitter and Greene King IPA are
regular real ales, with guests coming
from a variety of smaller brewers, Cotleigh and Cottage being particularly
prominent. Newly established Wantsum
has featured several times, including
1381 earlier in the spring and more
recently Turbulent Priest. Wantsum
beers are also much in evidence at the
Charity, Woodnesborough, where
James Sandy provides the pub's house
brew, Charity's Secret.
Five Bells, Ringwould: Closed since
the end of 2008, work is now continuing
apace. We don't know exactly what its
owner is planning but we understand
that the bar has been moved (not removed), and everything we've heard
suggests that its future is to remain as
a pub. Not so good however, at the
nearby former Ugly Duckling at Martin
Mill, where work is also underway, but
presumably here, in order to facilitate
the residential conversion that has
been permitted.
At Eythorne the White Horse, closed
for about four years, appears to have
been sold – for sale sign gone and
signage removed. Ostensibly no other
work undertaken, so maybe there's
truth in the rumour reported in our
Spring issue that whoever has bought it
intends to retain the bar area for private
use. At Waldershare though, definitely
work in progress at the High and Dry,
where walls are being erected outside
and alterations being made to the main
bar; all no doubt in connection with the
planned cider production plant and
café. At Barfrestone, the Yew Tree
remains closed to drinkers, although in
early summer the shutters disappeared
and were replaced by curtains, giving
the impression that someone is at least
now living there. We understand that
the pub is currently for sale, either free-

hold or leasehold.
Black Pig, Barnsole: Hosts of our July
Branch meeting, where we enjoyed
Betty
Stogs and Cornish Coaster,
Mark and Vicky have lined up a beer
festival for the Bank Holiday weekend
to celebrate their first year at the pub.
There will be live music and hopefully
(and appropriately) a hog roast.
Marquis, Alkham: With two Wantsumbeers on the pumps at the end of May
it was good to see the revamped Marquis of Granby still pursuing real ale,
and local brews to boot. However we
hear that prices start expensive with
the weaker beers and rise accordingly
(see Ramblings and Rumblings). While
some may like the redesigned bar in
silver and grey and the soft furnishings,
this reporter feels its location cries out
for a style that reflects the traditional
qualities of the Alkham Valley. Meanwhile, up the hill at West Hougham,
things remain very much unchanged at
the closed
Chequers, – Wire mesh around the
site boundary, and the former pub itself looking ever more forlorn and derelict as it awaits implementation of the
consent for its demolition and replacement by five houses. In Lydden another
application has been submitted for
houses at the rear of the Hope car
park.
Endeavour, Wootton: Another closed
pub but this time far from derelict. With
the pub sign almost illegible, and a
fence and gate in front of the parking
area it looks more and more like a private residence, even though the occupants assure the local authority that
they plan to reopen as a pub.
At Barham and Denton we understand
that the joint Cumberland/Jackdaw
festival at the start of June was well
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attended with some interesting beers. A
visit just before, found the two respectively selling Greene King IPA, Adnams
Bitter, Tribute and Wherry; and Henry
IPA, Spitfire, Broadside and Harvey's
Sussex. And more Harvey's Sussex at
the Black Robin, Kingston which was
selling four real ales, the others being
Flowers Original, Black Sheep and
Bombardier. At the Duck, Pett Bottom
there was Adnams Gunhill, Usher's
1824, Master Brew and Biddenden Cider, and at the Hop Pocket, Bossingham, Acorn Barnsley Gold, Adnams
and RCH PG Steam.
King's Arms, Elham: Moving increasingly local for its ale supply, with the
long established Golden Braid (sells
like hot cakes according to the landlord) being joined by its fellow Hopdaemon brew Skrimshander, as a replacement for Flowers Original. The third
beer on the handpumps remains Harvey's Sussex.
Coastguard, St. Margaret's Bay: “Grab
your pint pot and your hankies and join
in with the East Kent Morris Men as
they dance up a storm in the beer garden on the evening of 13th August and
then on 5th September, they’ll be back
for our first Historical Food Festival!”
say Nigel and Sam. “With inspiration
taken from the original St Margaret’s
Bay Festival of the Sea, our festival is a
celebration of the history of food and
drink; as well as the Morris Men, we’ll
have our own Medieval fair in the garden, complete with cookery demonstrations, tastings, live music and puppet
shows. Brogdale Farm, home of the
National Fruit Archive, will be on hand
not only to talk about the history and
production of fruit in Kent, but to answer any gardening questions you
might have on growing your own fruit.
Gadds of Ramsgate will be down with
their locally produced ale, as well as

Rough Old Wife Cider armed with a
traditional cider press. And, of course,
resident Chef and food historian Sam,
will be on hand to talk about traditional
methods of cooking and production,
along with cheese makers and other
traditional food and drink makers.” The
pub also provided the Branch with an
excellent venue for its July meeting,
and we would like to extend our thanks
to Nigel, Sam and the staff for their
hospitality.
FOLKESTONE
Black Horse, Densole: New landlords
are Grant and Anna, who are planning
to expand the real ale range from the
current Bass plus guest. They have
plans for a real ale festival in due
course.
Earl of Clarendon, Sandgate: Apparently named after George Villiers, the
4th Earl of Clarendon who developed
Sandgate as a fishing village in Victorian times, the pub is maintaining its
range of four varying cask ales – a visit
in early June finding two 'World Cup'
brews alongside Green King IPA and a
very palatable, and all too rarely seen,
Merrie Monk. Also at Sandgate the
Royal Norfolk was selling Master Brew
and Henry IPA earlier in the year, and
we understand that Gate 28, a wine bar
style establishment, has now added a
handpump to its assortment of chrome
fonts, Grimesdale's Grim Reaper in
good condition, being available during
a CAMRA crawl. At the Ship Stuart and
Wendy celebrated 25 years behind the
pumps this spring. Various alterations
and refurbishments have been taking
place, including the provision of accommodation and a new eating area with
views towards the sea.
In Tontine St. work appears to have
more or less finished at the Brewery
Tap, and the building now enjoys a
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The Sportsman
Freehouse & Restaurant
23 The Street
Sholden
Kent Ct14 0AL
Tel: 01304 374973
Family Restaurant
Luxury En-Suite Rooms
New Function Room
Now licensed for Weddings and Civil Ceremonies
Open:
Mon - Fri 11.30 - 3 & 6.30 -Close
Sat - Open All Day
Sun - 12 Noon - 5
Janice & Jamie Coleman
www.thesportsmansholden.com
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new roof and presumably new interior.
The tiled front and signage have been
retained, but exactly what type of establishment is planned remains uncertain. However, at the bottom of Bayle
steps the Princess Royal is still closed
and boarded up, with no sign of any
activity. In the Stade the former Three
Mackerel re-opened in the spring as a
café, while the Mariner has apparently
found a new tenant and is also open
again. The Ship, in late May, was selling London Pride and Bombardier.

At Harbledown the Old Coach and
Horses, was apparently enjoying a
beer festival on the weekend of England's first World Cup match against
the USA, a marquee occupying the
adjoining car park; and on Saturday no
sign of the usual eaters, all space devoted to drinkers and match watchers.
At the Haywain, Bramling four real ales
as normal – Bombardier, Bulldog Gold,
London Pride and a very pleasing
World Cup brew from Banks', Lion's
Roar.

In Hythe the Red Lion offers real ale of
the week at £2.50, and has jazz nights,
first and third Fridays every month.

Red Lion Festival and Fête

CANTERBURY
Phoenix, Old Dover Rd: Open once
again since the departure of Linda in
the winter, but with a sign outside offering the freehold for sale. Half a dozen
real ales available in mid June, including Harveys Sussex, Black Sheep and
Master Brew plus a cider.
In the city centre we note also that the
Three Tuns, closed for a large part of
last year for renovation, has re-opened
as well. Ales seemingly much as before, a selection of nationally available
brews – a recent visit finding Young's,
Bombardier and Deuchars. Very different however, at the Old Brewery Tavern a few streets away, where everything was local. Here the beers were
Gadds Seasider, Wantsum 1381, Hopdaemon Incubus and Whitstable Ruby
Mild. And in Rosemary Lane, following
speculation about the exact status of
the premises, the Blind Dog (at one
time Cardinal's Cap) does appear to be
operating as a pub again, rather than a
restaurant. From personal recollection,
that's four or five changes from one to
the other over the last three or four
decades.

This summer's annual bash at the Red
Lion, Stodmarsh is set for Saturday 21st
August. There will be sixteen real ales
including brews from Adnams, Harveys, Ruddles and Greene King, plus
cider, and extensive entertainments:
morris dancers, a helicopter crawl, face
painting, a military display including
tanks and a “little top circus.” Two solo
performers provide music, and a barbecue will be available courtesy of the old
forge.
DISTANT PARTS
Cinque Ports, New Romney: Since we
reported last spring that the pub's new
landlord with a ‘free-of-tie’ tenancy, was
looking to push cask ale, particularly
from local micros, we hear it has
changed hands again. Food has been
reintroduced, but from a recent visit, ale
policy appears still to source from small
producers, with St Austell, West Sussex, Westerham and Exmoor featuring.
Old Dairy Brewery, Rolvenden: With
a new five barrel plant we understand
that the beers are becoming common
in the Ashford area, and that bubbly
wine producer Heidsieck had objected
to the use of the name Red Top on
copyright grounds. Roger Marples vis-
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ited the brewery in July which will be
reported in our Autumn edition.
Royal Tunbridge Wells Brewing
Company: Sited at the Spa Brewery,
Chapman Way the operation is a partnership comprising Simon Lewis (over
20 years in brewing including Bass &
Coors) and Ian Dorman who was
owner of the original Royal Tunbridge
Wells Brewing Company. The ten barrel plant is former Acorn Brewery
equipment from Barnsley and the first
brew was made in April. Subsequently

with three beers produced a tasting
was held at the Sussex Arms, Tunbridge Wells, with the winning choice
destined for half a dozen west Kent
pubs.
Mystery Brewery
An advert in our fellow publication from
Maidstone Branch, Draught Copy was
seeking premises suitable for brewing.

East Kent Railway
Beer & Cider Festival 2010

E

ast Kent Railway's second Beer & Cider Festival is planned for the forthcoming
Late Summer Bank Holiday, August 28th – 30th .

Building on last year we have teamed up again with Gadds Brewery of Ramsgate
to bring you eight of their own great ales plus two guest ales, and also with Tiddly
Pomme of Brogdale Trust, Faversham to provide eight Kentish ciders and two perries. This year there will be both the main beer marquee and a separate cider tent,
plus a BBQ tent with a state of the art hot dog machine serving both meat and
vegetarian. I am reliably informed that you haven't tasted a hot dog until you've had
one of these!!
Opening hours Saturday are 12 midday to 8pm, and Sunday and Monday 12 midday - 6pm, and as last year will be held at our idyllic country station of Eythorne,
with regular shuttle trains running up from Shepherdswell, which being adjacent to
the main network station means no one has to drive, and can make merry without
worry !!
Prices will be the same as 2009 – £7 for Adults, £6 for Seniors and £4 for children,
with a special concession to CAMRA members of £5 upon production at the ticket
office of a CAMRA membership card. This price covers the train ride and a free pint
of whichever ale you fancy so hopefully giving you very good value. Full details are
available on www.eastkentrailway.co.uk under the events page in the main menu,
but if you have any further enquiries please don't hesitate to contact me. Thank you
all once again for your previous support and we hope to welcome many of you
back this year.

Tim Upcroft
Media Officer, East Kent Railway)
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LOUIS ARMSTRONG
Maison Dieu Road, Dover CT16 1RA
01304 204759
Live Music -Friday & Saturday
Live Jazz Every Sunday
Selection of Real Ales

BEER FESTIVAL
Fri 3rd, Sat 4th & Sun 5th September
Live Music Friday & Saturday Evening
Sunday -Old Lone Gin Band
Sunday Evening - Jazz
-----------------------------------------------

SUMMER SIZZLERS
EVERY WEDNESDAY
ALL REAL ALE £2.20 ALL MEALS £3.00
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TONY’S TAPPINGS
The perambulations and musings
of our Pubs Officer, Tony Wells
“In wine there is wisdom. In beer there is strength. In water there is bacteria.”
David Auerbach (2002)
THE OLD PUBS OF DEAL AND WALMER (with Kingsdown and Mongeham)
By Steve Glover and Michael Rogers.
Published by Bygone Publishing of Whitstable.
Hardback: £19.99
The book covers about 400 pubs, old and new,
some dating back as far as the 1600s. As it says in
the introduction, the book really 'falls between two
stools' since besides hopefully being a good reference book (e.g. listing as many landlords and dates
as possible), it also aims to be an interesting read,
where the authors have been able to find out any
stories connected to a pub (via court records, smuggling tales, etc.) Certain of the pubs' histories take
up as much as four pages, whilst others might only
be four lines or fewer. Wherever possible, the authors have included old and modern photos of existing pubs or former pub buildings. The end product, however, stems from seven years' research in
countless archives and libraries, as well as talking to
individual pub keepers, customers, and local people.
The book was launched at the Prince Albert on Tuesday July 27th and is on sale in
the following local shops:- Tylers, Ropers, The Deal Bookshop (7 Broad Street),
and is also available on Amazon.
SELECTING THE PUB OF THE YEAR – PART 2
In Part 1 of this two-part article, I covered the process by which the four to six Pub
of the Year (POTY) candidates are selected. In this second part I’ll discuss how
the candidates are judged and the Pub of the Year is selected
Step 3: Judging the POTY Candidates Early in the year we start to look for volunteers to judge the candidates. We obviously try and get as many judges as possible and when judging the 2010 POTY candidates we had 10 judges.
The judges visit each POTY candidate and judge the pub on the following criteria:
•
Quality of the beer
•
Atmosphere/Style/Décor
•
Service and Welcome
•
Clientele Mix
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•
•

Sympathy with CAMRA Aims
Value for Money

Step 4: Identifying the Pub of the Year The scores from all the judges are added
to together and the pub scoring the highest mark overall is judged to be the Pub of
the Year.
Step 5: What happens next The results are announced at the March CAMRA
Branch Meeting and the Pub of the Year confirmed. A press release is sent out
and arrangements are made for presentation of the award. The branch’s POTY
now becomes a candidate for the East Kent Pub of the Year, and competes
against pubs from other East Kent branches – Thanet; Canterbury, Herne Bay and
Whitstable; Swale; and Ashford, Folkestone and Romney Marsh. The winner of
that group is put forward as a candidate for Kent Pub of the Year, and the winner of
that in turn goes forward as a candidate for the Regional POTY, and then perhaps,
on to the National Pub of the Year.
Sounds simple doesn’t it. However through the year hours, even days, are spent
by volunteers gathering and analysing the data and information necessary to manage this process and enable the selection of the Pub of the Year in the most objective possible way. As a matter of interest, the process for selecting the 2011 Pub of
the Year is well under way, as we’ve already started collecting the beer scores
which enable us to identify the POTY candidates. So far we’ve received well over
500.
THE BERRY DOES IT AGAIN
Following winning CAMRA’s Branch
Pub of the Year award for the third
time in a row, the landlord of a Walmer pub has collected another accolade. Chris Barnes, who runs The
Berry in Canada Road, Walmer with
his wife Harriet, has been awarded
CAMRA’s Kent Cider Pub of the
Year 2010. The award recognises
the achievements Chris has made in
promoting real cider. Over the past
five years he has increased the number of real ciders from none, when
he took over the pub, to four, and in
2009 held his first cider festival.

Chris Barnes (left) & Paul Meredith

The award was presented on Thursday, 29th July, by Kent CAMRA Cider Representative, Paul Meredith, and to celebrate, Chris held his second Real Cider Festival, which featured nine real ciders and three perrys.
Since taking over the Berry, Chris has served over 900 different beers across the
bar, and is hoping to reach his 1000th later on this year. 2010 has so far been very
busy. As well as the above two awards, he became a father in March with the birth
of his son, Henry, and in June he and Harriet got married.
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THE KITTIWAKE AWAKES
On the 17th May, a pre-opening event was held at the branch’s newest pub as it
prepared for it’s official opening: the Kittiwake, off Menzies Road, Whitfield, is the
latest pub and restaurant to be added to the Marston's chain.
I chatted to the General Manager, Nick Nick Roberts (left) with Tony Wells in the
Roberts who gave me some background Cool Room
to the pub. It cost £2.6 million to build
and was nearly two years in planning
and building, and offers a mixture of
good quality, reasonably priced food
alongside a good range of real ales.
There is seating for over 180 diners and
it has a large out-door area. At the bar,
there are ten hand pumps, which this
day were serving four different real ales
– Marston’s Pedigree, Merrie Monk,
Bank’s Original, and Marston’s new English Pale Ale (EPA) which is brewed using Marston’s Fast Cask system. This uses yeast beads during the brewing process that drop straight to the bottom of the cask, and in theory, allows the beer to be
served within hours of being racked.

Gill & Pete welcome you to the

PLOUGH &
HARROW
High Street, Bridge
CT4 5LA

Tel. 01227 830455
Serving Shepherd Neame Master Brew plus Kent Best,
Bishop’s Finger or seasonal ale.
Mon Night - Chess, Tues Night - Bar Billiards
Thurs Night - Darts, Fri Night - Pigeon Club & Crib
Plasma Sky TV
Heated paved smoking area at rear.
Function Room available with Catering Facilities.
Open Sun to Thurs 12 -11 pm, Friday 12 - 12, Saturday 11 - 11pm

E-mail gilly.wilson@btconnect.com
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Through the breweries owned by Marstons, Nick said they’ll have access to eighteen permanent and eight guest beers every four weeks or so. The initial four real
ales they hope will increase to six as the real ale business picks up. Prices are very
competitive at £2.40 to £2.70 per pint. During the year they’ll be running 4 real ale
festivals, where there will be a bigger range of real ales on offer. In addition they
may introduce 1/3 pint glasses.
Nick gave me a tour of the cellar, or should I say cool room. It was large, pristine
white and well organized. The beers are all on auto-tilts and Post-it notes on each
barrel track when the barrel was racked, tapped and served. I asked Nick about
Cask Marque, but as Marston’s have their own internal audit process Cask Marque
accreditation is not necessary. Recent beer reports from members would indicate
that the quality of the beer at the Kittiwake is very good.
A “FOUL” WALK ON A NICE DAY
The walk started with eight members meeting up at the Coach and Horses at Burgess Green, on the Sandwich-Deal road. There was just Greene King IPA on offer
here, served through one of the new chrome fonts, but a reasonable pint though to
begin the day.
We then set off on the longest part of the day’s walk. From Burgess Green we
headed through Foulmead Country Park, which opened in 2007, and which we
entered from the roundabout on the main road. Here we stopped to view the foundations that will shortly support the Miner’s statue which is to be moved from Dover
seafront. John also took the opportunity to explain his recent email conversations
with Stagecoach about trying to get a bus stop installed on the roundabout. The
nearest bus stop is the Coach and Horses about 500 metres away.
We avoided the lure of the full English breakfast at the park café and took instead a
series of quiet paths, somewhat spoilt by the red and white hazard tape left over
from a recent mountain bike race. Leaving the park via Colliers Gate we headed
towards the bottom end of Sholden, where a short walk up the hill took us to the
Sportsman, where we found Greene King IPA and Courage Directors.
Following a relaxed lunch, accompanied by a couple of pints, we set
off the short distance to the Leather
Bottle, Great Mongeham. Following
its recent refurbishment, the Leather
Bottle offered us a tidy and modern
environment to enjoy the two beers
on offer: Adnams’ Lighthouse and
Purity’s Mad Goose, which we all
agreed was the beer of the day. And
a final, quick walk down to the Leather Bottle, Mongeham
Three Horseshoes where we sat in
the garden supping the only real ale on offer: Young’s Waggledance. A pleasant
day out was had by all.
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Varying selection of Real Ales including
Harvey’s Sussex, Adnams Bitter, Timothy Taylor Landlord,
Badger, Wadworths 6X & Hop Back Summer Lightning
Monday to Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Opening Times
11.30 - 3.00 5.30 -11.00
11.30 - 3.00 6.00 - 11.00
12.00 - 4.00 Closed

Food Served 12.00-2.30 6.30-9.30 Monday to Friday
12.00-2.00 6.30-9.30 Saturday
12.00-2.30 Sunday
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The Fox
High Street Temple Ewell, Tel 01304 823598
Steve & Alyson would like to welcome you to The
Fox
Open for lunch 12-2 and dinner 7-9
Opening hours 11.30-3.30 6-11 Mon to Sat
12-4 & 7-11 Sunday
Sunday Carvery 2 courses £8.95 Please book
DEAL, DOVER & SANDWICH CAMRA BRANCH
PUB OF THE YEAR 2005

Listed in the 2010 CAMRA Good Beer Guide
Small parties catered for.

Play area. Children welcome

Welcome to

Ladywell, Dover
Tel 01304 203300
Victorian Freehouse & Restaurant
Open All Day 7 Days a week
Restaurant and Snack Menu available every day except Monday
5 en-suite letting rooms
Live Entertainment

Real Ales: Shepherd Neame Spitfire, Adnams
plus Guest
All the essence of a village pub in
Dover Town Centre
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RAMBLINGS
& RUMBLINGS
Tues 20 Apr – Three Horseshoes, Mongeham: No Real Ale – perhaps Tuesday
afternoon not the best time, but had to linger a while owing to bus timings. Wed 21
Apr – Two Sawyers: Incubus, Adnams Best – group of 35 ramblers, well catered
for. Thur 22 Apr – Frog & Orange: Robinsons Flourish, Dragon Fire, Bombardier
– sixteen ramblers; good weather seems to have brought out some lunchers too.
Generous helpings of food. Fri 23 Apr – Five Bells Eastry, St George’s Day Festival: Purple Moose, Orkney Red McGregor, Thornbridge Lord Marples + 9 others,
and 3 ciders. Got there early before, I hope, the rush!. Market Inn, Sandwich: Solar Eclipse, excellent, MB – barmaid kindly informed me MB was on special offer
(£2-20 I think), but stuck to my guns, and Solar Eclipse. This can sometimes be a
mistake – everyone goes for the cheap offer, leaving the other beers languishing in
the pipes. But here was the exception proving the rule!
Wed 28 Apr – Marquis, Alkham: Wantsum Mores Head (£3-50) Hengist (£3-90),
Biddenden (£3-50) – howls of anguish from ramblers from further afield, ‘the dearest pint I’ve ever had’ etc, but looking at it the other way round, this is an up-market
country restaurant which also serves good real ale. ‘You pays yer money……..’ Fri
30 Apr – Bowling Green, Deal: Youngs Bitter, Bass, Abbot – early morning visit,
well pre midday. Cheery welcome from barmaid and landlady, contrasting well with
greeting received from other hostelries recently. Berry: Cottage Champflower,
Dark Star American Pale, Harveys Best, Butts Golden Brown, Butts Barbus barbus,
Gadds Dragon Blood + ciders, perry – 1.45 bus to Dover delayed 35 mins by accident near South St. Breathing in traffic fumes I thought of all those nice beers out
of reach round the corner, and was grateful at least, for the money I was saving!
Sat 1 May – First ‘Fairweather walk’, though weather ‘unfair’. Plough & Harrow,
Tilmanstone: Pub not open at 1140 (GBG 11am) Grateful to bus shelter opposite
to get out of rain! Got in at 1150 when more people arrived. Spitfire, Dragonfire,
MB. Planned to walk across fields to Eythorne, but instead caught bus. Crown:
Wherry, Bombardier, Directors – enough time to eat without rushing, then ride on
East Kent Railway to Shepherdswell, a snip at £3! Shame few other passengers
about owing to poor weather. Bricklayers: Earlybird, MB + “Sheps Mild” H? New
landlady since a month, seems keen. Bell: Black Sheep, Wherry, Broadside – rain
having eased off, intrepid group trudged across muddy fields to Coldred. Too early
for Carpenters, so across the A2 and downhill all the way to Lydden! Hope: Gadds
7, Ruddles bitter, Biddenden. Sun 2 May: Peed down all day long. Thought I’d
walk into town but only got to Boar’s Head: Young's Bitter. Friendly local, good
Sunday afternoon buzz. Wed 5 May – Golden Lion: Hooky Gold, White’s 1066,
Dartmoor Bitter. Could well have stayed longer but didn’t want to miss last bus
home at 6.30! Thur 6 May – Blakes: Gateshead Gold, Adnams Lighthouse, Ushers bitter, Harveys Best. Quite a crush, with Tory types preparing for victory celebrations. Hastily departed to catch 1030 bus, eager to use my concessionary ticket
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Dan welcomes you to

THE LEATHER BOTTLE
FREEHOUSE
Great Mongeham, Deal CT14 9PE
01304 375931
Newly refurbished.
Fine Ales & Lagers, Beer Garden, Sky Sports.
Beer bargains every Sunday.
Euchre nights every Friday.
New ale range with two cask ales available
from a variety of regional brewers.
Open
Mon to Fri
5pm to 11pm
Sat
Noon to 11pm
Sun
Noon to 9pm

The Red Lion
Charlton Green, Dover CT16 2PS
Tel 01304 202899

Beautiful beer garden and heated smoking Gazebo
Open all day every day
Harvey’s Sussex Best & Charles Wells Bombardier served
Sky Sports + ESPN

Food served 12-2pm
The Village Pub next door to Dover’s Town Centre
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whilst I still can. Sun 9 May – Chance: Adnams bitter – ten ramblers Sunday
lunchtime. Good beer and good value no-nonsense food and snacks. Crown
Finglesham: Sheps Early Bird, Brewsters Marquis, Elgood Black dog, Theakstons
"Oh", said my sober-living walking friend, glimpsing Early Bird sign outside door, "I
like Early Bird". I was about to say that referred to the pub's Happy Hour, not the
beer, whereupon Early Bird pump clip was the first visible on going in! Fri 21May –
Mill Inn: Sharps Cornish Coaster – fairly busy at 6.45. Long bar boasting large
range of keg offerings. Warm welcome from John Townsend. Always had one real
ale as he drank it himself. Currently one barrel a week – hopefully might catch on
with the locals. Sat 22 May – Fairweather walk to Northern Frontier – Grove
Ferry Inn: Sheps Early Bird, Late Red, MB. Rising Sun, East Stourmouth:
Sharps Doombar, Rev James – fairly quiet at lunchtime, considering good weather.
Dog & Duck: Henry’s IPA, LP – seemed a bit busier than our last port of call large pub and garden in the middle of nowhere, but seems to work!
Wed 2 June – Royal Oak, Nonington. Sharps Doombar, Hancocks HB. Very
quiet. Fri 4 June - Duke of Cumberland Beer Festival: Dark Star Hophead,
Jennings Cumberland, Mordue Five Bridges, Ossett Silver King, Dark Tribe Spruce
Goose, St Austell Tribute, etc. Bit unhappy with £5 'Entry Pack’ (beer list, £3 of
vouchers and glass) without, apparently, option of refund on glass. Alternative, buy
pint at bar to get a glass, then buy tokens as and when later. However excellent
festival, helped by the weather – over 20 beers, and 8 ciders....and great atmosphere. Sat 5 June – Berry: Dark Star American Pale, Nelson Pressgang, Whitstable Renaissance Mild, Harveys Best, Teignworthy Beachcomber, Ha’penny Gog
Magog. Third time POTY presentation. Great time, excellent spread, lively musical
accompaniment. Mon 7 June – Blakes: Westerham Grasshopper 3, Skrim 3, Adnams best, Ushers 1824 – Big John B’s 40th birthday bash. Excellent curry provided by Peter & Kathryn.
Tues 15 June – Marquis: Wantsum Moors Head, Gadds Seashells – just open at
midday, very quiet. Royal Oak, Capel: Spitfire, Bass – 1½ hrs hilly walk from previous establishment. Harvey’s Bar: Bombardier, Courage Best – years since last
visit here. 'Crowd' of five watching Brazil/North Korea. Carousel Lounge, Hythe:
Henry’s IPA, Incubus, Ruddles Best, Doombar, Young's Bitter. First ever visit. Very
quiet mid-evening, and cheap! (£2 per pint Mon/Tues eves?) Three Mariners:
Gravesend Shrimper, Goachers Goldstar, Youngs bitter, Gadds 7 – fairly lively,
people in and out. Just caught last bus to Dover at 2247, free with old geezer’s
pass. But had I got on at Folkestone Bus Station where we arrived at 2301, I’d
have had to pay full fare, as KCC thinks the 'elderly' shouldn’t be roaming round on
buses after 11! That’s if you can find any.
Sat 26 June – Anchor Wingham: Good Harveys Best – Then evening ramble
through orchards to Half Moon Seven Stars: MB, LP – New tenants in situ, and
not typical as crowds and organised chaos from nearby Preston Steam Fair. Sun
27 June – Valiant Sailor: MB, LP, OSH – joined crowds watching England/
Germany game. More depression but at least beer OK. Mon 28 June – Kings
Head, Kingsdown: Kingsdown Ale, Cotleigh Peckham, Dark Star Hophead –
peace and quiet again on warm summer evening. Normal life resumes.
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Kent Small Brewery News
By Roger Marples
P&DJ Goacher, Tovil, Maidstone An award was won at The Pig's Ear beer
festival for Old Ale, which will enter the beer in the national finals in the Strong
Ales Category SE Region at Manchester National Winter Ales Festival in 2011.
Gold Star is now a regular beer at The Flower Pot, Maidstone and Goacher's
have another regular outlet at the Lifeboat, Margate. 01622 682112
Hopdaemon Brewery, Newnham Hopdaemon did well at the recent SIBA
(Society of Independent Breweries) awards. They gained a gold for best of
class, and silver overall for Incubus. A gold in the special beer category for
Greendaemon, and a best of category for bottled Greendaemon and silver
overall. Five awards in total. Hopdaemon have an arrangement to exchange
beers, on a regular basis, with Dark Star Brewery. They also exchange, on an
occasional basis, beers from Crouch Vale, Tring, Brentwood and Nethergate
breweries. 01795 892078 info@hopdaemon.com
Nelson Brewery, Chatham No information at present.
sales@nelsonbrewingcompany.co.uk

01843 832828

Old Dairy Brewery, Rolvenden 01580 243185 Another new brewery that now
supplies to the whole of Kent and East Sussex. The three permanent beers are
tan coloured Red Top Best Bitter (3.8%), Gold Top Golden Ale (4.5%), and
Blue Top India Pale Ale (4.8%). They have all been available in Blake's in
Dover and were tremendously popular, selling out in near record time.
Additionally there is currently a seasonal light summer ale, Sun Top (3.5%).
Lionel Fetz, an ex home brewer and current CAMRA member is Managing
Director, and is assisted by Heriot Watt trained head brewer Ed, who is keen to
develop new beers. The Star in Rolvenden and the Ship at Rye are regular
outlets. There will be a full report on a visit to Old Dairy Brewery in the next
edition of Channel Draught. 01580 243185
Ramsgate Brewery, Broadstairs A direct quote from Eddie Gadd: “We’re
chugging along very nicely, finding plenty of extra customers in Thanet, many
through Thorley Taverns whose attitude towards real ale is changing
amazingly fast. Just bagged a double gold at the great taste awards for Gadds
No. 3 which is great. Second year in a row too. I’m a director of SIBA these
days and fighting tooth and nail to keep progressive beer duty at the current
level. Certain brewers would like to see a review – so many futures rest on this,
including that of the whole real ale sector”.
01843 868453
info@ramsgatebrewery.co.uk
Wantsum Brewery, Hersden Sales continue to increase and a new beer
Dynamo was available from early summer. 1381 was recently on sale at The
Carpenter’s Arms at Coldred, and owner/brewer James Sandy was particularly
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pleased that Hengist won a Bronze at the SIBA South East Beer competition in
the strong bitters category. In late July he was brewing a new beer ‘Miller’s
Mirth’ (4.2) a light chestnut bitter that was due for release a couple of weeks
later. He plans to move into bottling by end of the month, focusing on Hengist.
0845 0405980 wantsumbrewery@googlemail.com
Westerham Brewery, Crockham Hill, Edenbridge In July the brewery once
again won the Supreme Champion Beer at the SIBA South East of England
Beer Competition. Audit Ale, first re-brewed at Westerham three years ago
after a 38 year break, won Gold medal in the Strong Ales category for the third
time in a row before going on to win the overall Gold medal. It was the
strongest beer brewed by the Black Eagle Brewery and Westerham make it to
the 1938 recipe. For the second year in a row Westerham won a total of four
medals, taking additionally silver in the Mild category with Finchcocks Original
and silver in the Bitters up to 4% category with Summer Perle. Westerham's
National Trust Viceroy India Pale was selected as one of the Ten Best Beers
by Roger Protz in the Independent
on 25 March.
01732 864427
sales@westerhambrewery.co.uk
Whitstable Brewery, Grafty Green A new 3.8% beer is the very popular,
Faversham Creek, if the first two brews are anything to go by. Originally
brewed as a seasonal beer, if sales warrant, it will go into regular production.
However, the main news is that there is a possibility that Whitstable Brewery
will, at last, brew a mild. This should be on sale for CAMRA’s “Make May a
Mild Month” campaign, and is planned to be 3.7% - 3.8%. 01622 851007
whitstablebrewery@btconnect.com

Dark Star Brewery Trip

T

he branch is considering arranging a trip to the Dark Star Brewery, who are
based at Partridge Green, West Sussex. We’d like to gauge the level of interest in this trip before we make any arrangements
Although we don’t have any definite itinerary at the moment, we could expect the
coach to leave the Dover area between 8.30am and 9.00am. We’d then do the
brewery tour around 12.00 with lunch at a local hostelry. This would be followed by
a tour to one or more pubs in the area. We’d return mid-afternoon, getting back
between 7.00pm and 8.00pm. The cost for the trip would be around £10 - £15 a
head for the coach.
If you would be interested in a trip to the Dark Star Brewery then please email social.secretary@camra-dds.org.uk or phone (01304) 611090, leaving your contact
details.
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Andrew, Sarah & Kevin
Welcome you to

The Lydden Bell
81 Canterbury Road
Lydden
Kent CT15 7EX
Tel. 01304 830296

Excellent Food
Warm & Friendly atmosphere
Cask Ales always available
(Green King IPA, Old Speckled Hen & Guest Ale)
Secluded Garden
Lunches served 12 - 3pm Mon to Sat
Sunday Lunch 12 - 4pm
Evening Meals 6.30 - 10pm Mon to Sat
Book Early to avoid disappointment
Business Lunches, Birthdays & all special occasions catered for

No Smoking Throughout
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The National News
By Martin Atkins
TESCO BACKS MINIMUM PRICE
In what many will view as a U turn,
Tesco boss Sir Terry Leahy is now
supporting the introduction
of
minimum pricing for alcohol as well as
backing
the new government's
proposal to ban the sale of alcohol at
below cost. Apparently customer
research has shown that a majority of
their customers are concerned about
excessive drinking and anti social
behaviour, and think that cheap booze
is to blame. Sir Terry subsequently
received support from Greene King,
Mitchells and Butlers and the British
Beer and Pub Association.
Tesco, though, were immediately
accused of hypocrisy, when over the
w eekend f ollow ing S ir Terry' s
announcement the supermarket ran a
buy two packs for £16 deal which saw
popular brands being available for the
equivalent of less than 70p per pint.
Nick Bush, chief executive of the
Association of Licensed Multiple
Retailers, which represents 9,000 pubs
and bars described Tesco's price
p r om o t io ns a s o pp or t unist ic ,
unacceptable, and in complete contrast
to the highly responsible approach to
drinks pricing adopted by Britain's pubs
and bars – it appears unable to impose
self regulation and in the absence of
Government action is forced to
compete on price.
However, Tesco said that action must
be government-led as competition laws
prevented retailers discussing prices,
and unilateral price rises would just see
binge drinkers buying elsewhere.
Tesco first called for a ban on cheap

alcohol promotions two years ago, but
in the meantime, along with other
retailers has continued to sell alcohol at
a fraction of pub prices. (See Channel
View).
LICENSING REVIEW
Home Secretary, Theresa May has
announced that the Government would
be reviewing the licensing reforms
introduced by the previous Labour
Government, which she believed was a
cause for the increase in alcohol fuelled
violence. “We are going to look at the
licensing laws. I was in opposition
when the new laws were introduced
and I argued against them. I argued
that those were the sorts of problems
that would come about but I was told
that we would have a café culture,” she
said.
There are other issues too,
around the binge-drinking culture, that
needed looking at
The government has already said that it
intends to give local authorities and the
police much stronger powers to remove
or refuse licenses in respect of problem
premises. Of particular concern is '24
hour drinking', and it is likely that local
authorities will be given the discretion
to offset the cost of additional policing
by charging extra for pub licences that
extend after 11.00pm, with charges
varying according to size of premises
and nuisance factor (See Channel
View). However, in response to
concerns from CAMRA over the
position of well run community pubs,
new licensing law minister John
Penrose said there is no government
agenda to punish pubs, and that wellrun ones help stop anti-social
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behaviour. Echoing the Campaign he
added that they are “part of the solution
to tackling alcohol-related anti-social
behaviour”.
CUT-PRICE BOOZE & RIGHT TO
BUY
Further changes were announced in
this summer's Queen's Speech,
including banning the sale of below
cost alcohol, and granting communities
the right to buy pubs threatened with
closure. CAMRA’s head of policy and
public affairs Jonathan Mail welcomed
the proposals as key policies in
CA MRA ’ s ow n manif esto. The
government also plans to double the
maximum fine for underage selling of
alcohol to £20,000, and to review
alcohol taxation policy. Protection for
community pubs was an element of
both the Conservatives’ and Liberal
Democrats’ campaign before the recent
election, but many CAMRA members
will be wondering if the community right
to buy will extend to urban pubs, which
can be serving communities as isolated
as any village, and how the valuation of
such premises is to be carried out – a
critical factor considering some of the
inflated prices that have been asked for
“redundant” pubs.
DRINK DRIVING
And the proposed 'right to buy' might
become even more pertinent, if the
recommendations from the latest
r e v i e w o n d r i nk d r i v i ng a r e
implemented, and the future of rural
pubs made even more precarious. As
we have remarked before, the outgoing
Labour government has proved no
friend to the public house, and as a
sting in the tail its last Minister of
Transport, Lord Adonis, before leaving
office, commissioned a report on the
current laws on drink driving, despite
his immediate predecessor, just a year

earlier, seeing no reason for any
change. The report was drawn up by
Sir Peter North, former Principal of
Jesus College, Oxford, who as far as
we know has no specific knowledge on
the subject, but whose views perhaps
happily coincide with those of Lord
Adonis – and, surprise, surprise, the
principal recommendation is:- reduce
the limit from 80mg per 100ml of blood
to 50mg, to match the general standard
across W estern E urope. Other
proposals include random breath tests,
a 20mg level for the first five years after
passing the driving test, and lifetime
bans for high risk offenders. His report
is now before the Conservative/Lib
Dem coalition, who are said to be
studying it closely, although before the
election, the Conservatives stated that
they were “not minded” to alter the
existing law. Separately the Scottish
government is looking to cut the drink
drive limit in Scotland to 50mg of
alcohol per 100ml of blood.(See Last
Knockings)
HIGHGATE CLOSES
Highgate & Davenports Brewery in
Walsall has gone into compulsory
liquidation and 20 staff made
redundant. Formerly know n as
Highgate Brewery, the business went
into administration last September. It
was sold almost immediately by
administrators Arrans to property
developers, Simon Toon and David
Lindol, who renamed it Highgate &
Davenports after the Birmingham
brewery. West midlands insolvency firm
KJ Watkin and Co have confirmed the
company is now in liquidation
WIND OF CHANGE?
After years of watching pub after pub
close recent news suggests that there
might be some ebbing of the tide. In
Cardiff survival of the iconic Vulcan
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Hotel has been secured for at least two
years. The Brains pub was scheduled
to become a car park, but following a
long campaign, complete with blog and
Facebook page, locals achieved at
least a temporary reprieve. Its new
licensee, Sandra Lewis, is hoping to
make it more than two years. At
Willsbridge, Gloucestershire the former
National Inventory Queen’s Head has
reopened after closing in April.
Although its recent history has been
troubled and chequered says Bristol &
District branch’s Steve Plumridge, it's
now in the hands of someone intent on
respecting and taking care of the place.
And in Dodford, Worcestershire the
Dodford Inn has just celebrated a year
of being reopened following a long
campaign by Redditch & Bromsgrove
branch after its closure in 2005.
Redevelopment loomed but the branch
persuaded the council that it was still a
viable business.

In Herefordshire, three pubs with a
combined closure of more than 20
years – the Castlefield, Clifford,
Major’s Arms, Halmonds Frome and
the Kilpeck Inn, Kilpeck – all reopened within five days of each other.
And at the Albion Amptill near Milton
Keynes, a former Punch site, Leicester
brewer Everards' Project William is now
on its fifteenth pub, working with the
B&T Brewery. The scheme involves the
brewery buying an at risk pub, and
renting it to a small brewer who will
specialise in real ale. Lastly, but not
least, House of Commons speaker
John Bercow has joined forces with
campaigners, including three local
CAMRA branches to save the Bell in
Edelsborough, Buckinghamshire from
being turned into a restaurant.
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THE UNICORN
Bekesbourne Hill
Bekesbourne
Canterbury, Kent CT4 5ED
Tele: 01227 830210
www.pubunicorn.com
(200yards from Bekesbourne Station - one stop
from Canterbury East)

Martin and Shirley welcome you
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Serving only Kentish ales
Home-cooked quality food using fresh local produce
1st Monday of every month - Curry Night (booked only)
Tuesday Nights - Steak Specials
Wednesday Nights - Quiz
Thursday Night - Games Night (Summer months Bat &Trap)
Sunday Nights - Folk and acoustic music
Mike & Ena would like to welcome you to the

The Kings Head
204 Wincheap, Canterbury, Kent, CT1 3RY
Tel & Fax 01227 462885
Friendly traditional 15th century oak beamed inn
CAMRA 2010 Good Beer Guide Entry – 3 Star En-Suite Bed & Breakfast
Wide range of snacks and meals served lunchtimes and evenings – Sunday Roast
Real Ales - Harveys Sussex Best – Greene King IPA – plus Guest Beer
Goachers, Westerham & Old Dairy regularly available

Selection of pub games plus darts and bar billiards – Bat & Trap pitch
Sky Sports - Secluded outdoor drinking area at rear - Heated smoking shelter
Available for small functions and meetings
Close to the city centre and Canterbury East Railway Station - Public car park nearby
Open Mon - Thur 12 till 2.30 and 4.45 till 12
Friday and Saturday 12 till 12 – Sunday 12 till 11.30

Email: thekingshead@wincheap.wanadoo.co.uk
http://www.smoothhound.co.uk/hotels/thekingshead.html
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CHANNEL VIEW
24 HOUR DRINKING
In the National News we report that the
new Government is going to review the
licensing laws, with particular reference
to 24 hour drinking, a phrase which unfortunately has become a media cliché
trotted out by the pundits and politicians
without either much thought, or knowledge of the real situation. It is regularly
bandied about as an explanation for any
alcohol generated disturbance or bad
behaviour irrespective of the time of day.
In fact true 24 hour drinking barely exists.
A survey, a couple of years after the
new licensing regulations were implemented in 2005, found that although
5,100 venues held 24-hour licences,
3,300 were hotels, which always held
the right to serve their guests 24 hours a
day, and 910 were supermarkets. Of
pubs and clubs just 460, less than 1%,
held a 24 hour licence, and for many of
those it was just for special occasions.
For the rest, while 80% had opted for a
one or two hour extension it was, as with
24 hour opening, just an option and often not used. A more accurate description might be late night (or perhaps early
morning) drinking, but that is nothing
new. Most towns and cities have had for
many years club venues which would be
open until 2 or 3 in the morning, and
while some pubs may have joined their
ranks, the vast majority still seek to
close at 11pm or not too much later.
Meanwhile, the same survey threw up
distinctly ambiguous statistics with regard to alcohol related crime – a 20%
increase between 3am and 6am contrasting with an overall fall of 3%.

Almost certainly, though, people's perceptions have changed, and probably
had been changing before the licensing
alterations in 2005. We might not have
adopted the southern European café
culture, beloved by Tony Blair, but
many do not now expect their drinking
to be automatically curtailed after 11pm
– and in historical terms, Britain's very
restrictive licensing hours, that many of
us grew up with, were an aberration.
They date from the necessities of the
First World War and the Defence of the
Realm Acts, but unlike most of their
other emergency provisions many relating to public houses and alcohol were
either left in place when the war ended,
or only marginally adapted. For most of
the remaining 20th century, British pubs
retained limited hours of opening and
weakened beer with little general complaint, only starting to see changes
within the last twenty or thirty years.
It is probable however, that the genie is
out of the bottle, and that without the
constraints imposed by war it is unlikely
that the country can be persuaded to
return to the limitations that were tolerated in the past. Binge drinking and anti
-social behaviour started long before
the 21st century, and have regularly
been a cause of concern and anguish
to authority. Rather than lengthened
pub opening hours, current problems
have probably more to do with attitudes
towards ostentatious drunken behaviour, and very cheap alcohol from the
off trade – a comparatively unregulated
supply often consumed as a prerequisite to a session at the pub. How many
readers of the Mail on Sunday, which
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blazoned the news of a review as a
triumph of moderation and decency
over late night anti-social revellers, take
advantage of the supermarket special
offers and cheap prices?
In their manifestos both the Conservatives and Liberal Democrats express
their desire not to penalise the responsible drinker, and their support for the
community local, and we trust that this
will be reflected in any rewriting of the
licensing regulations. Problem areas
need to be specifically targeted, and
blame apportioned correctly. It would
be particularly unjust, as some reports
have suggested, that any pub staying
open late might be required to contribute to the cost of additional policing
arising from the excesses of the irresponsible minority. And all sources of
alcohol must be considered – the off
trade as much as the on trade.
A PAULINE CONVERSION?
It is said that before his conversion, St
Paul, on his way to Damascus in furtherance of his work as an oppressor of
the Christians, was temporarily struck
blind, and heard God asking why he
was persecuting him. Thereafter he
became the greatest advocate and proponent of Christianity. Whether a similar revelation has come upon Tesco
boss Sir Terry Leahy, cannot be
known, but all of a sudden he is not
only supporting the current Conservative policy of opposing below cost selling of alcohol, but advocating minimum
pricing – a whole step further than either the Conservatives or Labour have
yet been prepared to go. (See National
News)

the All-Party Parliamentary Beer Group,
that the supermarket's approach to selling alcohol encouraged binge drinking,
and that it was not facing up to its responsibilities, a Tesco spokesman said:
his comments “do nothing to inform the
serious social debate on binge-drinking.
Alcohol abuse is a serious concern to
us all and we are playing a leading role
in the efforts to tackle it.” He said most
alcohol bought at Tesco was part of the
weekly family shop, and that people
stocked up during promotional periods,
while buying less at other times. No talk
then of abandoning below cost selling
and minimum pricing, and while subsequently, the supermarket has called for
a ban on cheap alcohol promotions, its
retailing practices have remained unaltered.
So what has changed? An appreciation
of political reality, that the new government will introduce a ban on selling
below cost price, and the possibility that
commercially sensitive information
might have to be revealed? Minimum
pricing would obviate the need for a
ban on selling below cost, and Tesco
has plenty of other enticements with
which to attract shoppers. Of course Sir
Terry has subsequently announced that
he will shortly be relinquishing the reins
at Tesco, and may be anticipating a fair
amount of extra free time. If, with many
of the rest of us, he likes to enjoy a
quiet pint or two in his local, it might
have occurred to him that the continuing disparity between supermarket and
pub prices is putting such simple pleasures seriously at risk.

Three years ago Tesco's attitude was
somewhat different. In response to criticism from John Grogan, chairman of
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THE ORIGINS OF INDIA PALE ALE
The story of this classic beer type

A

s reported elsewhere in this newsletter, the 2010 spring outing by the Beery
Boaters involved a circuit of the London Ring, a progress which at one point
crosses the heart of the old East End at Bow. Just before the start of the Limehouse Cut, where the Lee Navigation rejoins the main river via the colourfully
named Bow Locks, the route passes Three Mills, a carefully preserved remnant
from the 18th century of the many mills, breweries, distilleries and other early industrial enterprises that once occupied the area, and which included among their number the premises of Abbot and Hodgson, the originators of India Pale Ale.
Unknown to us today, the brewery was alluded to with much praise by 19th century
novelist William Thackeray, and ranked alongside Britain's major brewers of the
time as illustrated by Charles Stuart Calverley's famous verse:
O Beer: O Hodgson, Guinness, Allsopp, Bass!
Names that should be on every infant's tongue!
Shall days and months and years and centuries pass,
And still you merits be unrecked, unsung?
Guinness, of course, was and is, known for its stout, but Allsopp and Bass were
Burton brewers, the town which, largely owing to the quality of its water, had become renowned for its beers. By the time the verse was written it dominated the
production of India Pale Ale, but the origins of this new style of beer in the previous
century owed more to geography than brewing tradition or beer quality.
Hodgson's brewery, established in 1751, a period when the canal system was in its
infancy and the railway not even dreamt of, had considerable competitive advantages at its site at Bow Bridge. Sited close to the river Lea, which linked the
Thames with the grain and malt producing lands around Ware and Hertford, and
just about a mile from the East India Docks and its substantial trade with India and
the far east, the brewery was
perfectly situated to brew and
provide ales and beers for
Asia's rapidly expanding British
population. Trade with that part
of the world was dominated by
the import of valuable silks and
spices, with the outward business by comparison slack, and
ships often half empty and
rates low; factors which
George Hodgson and his son
Mark, who ran the brewery
during the late 18th and early The Hodgson’s Brewery has long gone but 19th Cen19th centuries took full advan- tury buildings still survive in it’s former location
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tage of to establish their business as a major supplier to the new colonists.
Traditionally, beer exported from London was the same as that drunk at home –
brown ales, stouts and porters. However, while satisfying the requirements of the
domestic population, these did not meet the need in a tropical climate for a lighter
and more thirst quenching drink, and during the 1780s George Hodgson developed
a recipe for a beer that found immediate favour in the subcontinent, and among
Britain's other outposts in the far east. We have no information about what the beer
was like, and there is some suggestion that rather than being pale as we understand it, the brew was copper coloured or reddish bronze, although obviously pale
by comparison with most of the ale drunk in London at the time. However, whatever its exact colour, it is probable that it was based around the pale malts that had
been developed over the previous century.
Pale malt was expensive, and until the development of coke, not a commercial
proposition for large scale production. It was the product of lighter kilning, which
retained a much higher percentage of enzymes than traditional brown malt, and
therefore greater capacity to convert malt starches to fermentable sugar, with obvious benefits for brewers. However, it needed a more controllable heat source than
wood which was liable to flare and scorch the malt. Initially coal was used, but coal,
unlike wood, was taxed, as well as producing noxious gases that could taint the
malt, and necessitated the use of indirect, rather than direct heat for drying and
curing the malt. Also, because of the fogs it caused, the use of coal was restricted
in urban areas, and traditionally pale malt production was carried on by country
brewers, who sold it to London brewers at considerable profit. Once, however, that

OPEN ALL DAY

CASK ALE OF THE WEEK
ONLY

£2.50A PINT

FUN AND FRIENDLY
QUIZ NIGHT EVERY MONDAY
~ 8PM START ~
NEW TEAMS ALWAYS WELCOME
FOOD SERVED 7 DAYS A WEEK

RIVER, NR DOVER
TEL: 01304 822016
CHECK US OUT ON
WWW.SUPPORTYOURLOCAL.COM
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coke became widely available and the cost of pale malt fell, its use was rapidly
taken up, although rarely, until George Hodgson, for producing pale beers. For
most brewers, the use of pale malts, was a cost cutting exercise – the substitution
of some brown malt by pale malt, allowing for the same level of alcohol from less
malt.
George Hodgson did not use the word pale in the beer's name, which he simply
entitled India Ale. If we assume that the later Burton product was brewed to the
same criteria, the strength was probably about 6%, less than the 7-8% common in
stouts and porters, but sufficient, combined with a hopping rate of around double
the normal, to preserve the brew for its three month voyage through the tropics.
And its success is reflected by the records of beer exported to India over the latter
half of the 18th century. From 1,480 barrels in 1750 and 1,680 in 1775, the total
rose to 9,000 in 1800, with the bulk coming from Hodgson's Bow brewery.
In due course the running
of the brewery passed to An early print of Hodgson’s Brewery (on the right) around
George's son Mark, who 1830
pursued the trade with
even greater energy, and
whose aggressive methods
were, by the 1820s, starting to attract considerable
criticism. Failure to pay
agents and attempts to set
up his own import business
upset the powerful East
India Company who controlled trade with the subcontinent, while in 1829 the
Circular on Beer Trade to
India complained that the
brewery would flood the Indian market with beer to drive down the price and knock
out rivals, and then recoup the losses by subsequently restricting supply and seeing prices rise by up to tenfold.
Dissatisfaction with Hodgson's activities and the evident business opportunities
presented by the Indian trade eventually saw others endeavouring to replicate India
Ale. However, initial attempts were not propitious. Burton's Samuel Allsopp brought
a bottle of Hodgson's beer back to his brewery for his head brewer to replicate,
only to find that the latter, on tasting it, spat it out, repelled by the extreme hoppyness. And at George's of Bristol it was considered unable to be improved upon,
with the inference, after one of the company's partners described it as thick and
muddy with a rank bitter flavour, that they would not want to try. Nevertheless,
commercial considerations outweighed initial reservations, and by the 1830s Hodgson was facing severe competition from other British brewers.
The definitive product was of course eventually developed at Burton, the renowned
India Pale Ale, utilising Burton water and their own yeast strains to produce a beer
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of more sparkling and flinty character
than that which Hodgson could manage with soft London well water. Contemporary anecdotal evidence suggests also that the Burton brew was
paler in colour, and probably much as
we think of IPA today. Throughout the
1830s Bass and Allsopp shipped
6,000 barrels of IPA to India annually,
outstripping Hodgson and establishing
themselves as main suppliers to the
subcontinent. The latter's fortunes
declined and the brewery was eventually sold in 1885 to Smith, Garrett and Co., together with the eighteen public
houses that it owned throughout the east end, plus one at Blackheath. Business
continued under the new ownership for a further forty years, during which time its
estate increased to more than 100 pubs, until in 1927 it was taken over and closed
by the substantial London brewer Taylor Walker based at the nearby Barley Mow
Brewery, Limehouse. Subsequently in 1933 the buildings were demolished and
council flats erected on the site.

Martin Atkins

THE
GUILDHALL
42 The Bayle, Folkestone
Tel. 01303 251393

Stuart and Gilly
welcome you to
our traditional family run pub.
Four Real Ales - Good Pub Food.
Open 12 Noon-11pm Mon-Thu
12 Noon - Midnight Fri & Sat
12 Noon - 10:30pm Sunday
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THE SHAKESPEARE HEAD
Paul Skelton traces another of
Dover’s lost pubs

D

uring my research into the numerous pubs of Dover and District, it never
ceases to amaze me that when I think I can surely not find another, another
pops up. However, there are times when more information is definitely needed. I do
not know for certain that the "Shakespeare Head" was definitely a pub, but the
name suggests it should be. Neither do I know the exact position. At present I am
unsure just what were the borders of Hougham in 1840, but an educated guess
brings me to the following conclusion. Perhaps someone will be able to add to my
arsenal of information on this one. What I do know is as follows.
Around the 1840s Shakespeare tunnel was
Shakespeare Tunnel as it is today
being excavated for the proposed railway
line, and I have heard mention of another pub
at the base of the cliff called the “Mulbury
Tree”. With so many workmen around at the
time, constructing the railway, it wouldn't surprise me if a pub was open for the workmen
close by and probably near beach level. I am
going to make a guess that this was a pub for
the workmen and that the parish of Hougham
included part of what is now Aycliff estate, right down to Lydden Spout. If Lydden
can have a spout there, why not Hougham?
Further evidence that it was a pub and quite possibly situated near the shoreline
comes from an item in the Dover Telegraph on 1 November 1840. Headlined MELANCHOLY AND FATAL ACCIDENT - TWO LIVES LOST it relates to the running
aground and sinking of a boat at the base of the cliffs. The article starts: “On Monday last an inquisition was holden at the 'Shakespeare Head,' parish of Hougham,
before Mr. De Lassaux, the County Coroner, on view of the bodies of Samuel Shilletto and Thomas Bayley, two old men, mariners of Dover, who were drowned on
the previous Friday evening while carrying bricks from Dover harbour to the SouthEastern Railway works near Lydden Spout.” Apparently the crew were waiting offshore for the tide to rise to allow them to pass over the rocks, but the night was
very dark, and having no watches misjudged the time and attempted to land too
early and ran aground. Of the four crew the two older men got into difficulties and
despite the efforts of the coastguard, drowned. A verdict of accidental death was
declared. Of interest to us, of course, is the reference to the inquest being held at
the Shakespeare Head. At the time, in the absence of more suitable facilities, public houses were likely to double as locations for a variety of activities including temporary mortuaries and the holding of inquests.

Paul Skelton
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The Golden Hind
85, Beach Street,
Deal, Kent, CT14 7JB
We pay top prices for antiquarian and good quality
and rare second hand books, in particular
LOCAL BOOKS; ANTIQUARIAN; MARITIME;
EARLY BIBLES etc.
This famous old bookshop, situated opposite the Royal Hotel, has
been a source of interesting books for over 30 years

Phone/fax: 01304 375086
E-mail: Mcconnellbooks@aol.com
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THE CRABBLE CORN MILL
FESTIVAL 2010

M

any thanks to those of you who helped in one way or another at the Crabble
Corn Mill Beer Festival this year. For those of you who made it to the festival
we had good reports about the changes we made from last year. The separate
cider bar was a big hit for both beer and cider drinkers. Both got served quicker at
their respective bars – and there was no repeat of the horrible queues we encountered last year. Limiting numbers on the Friday also helped considerably – and I
think we sold almost as much beer this year on the Friday as we did last year on
the Friday, but with 200 fewer people. So the easier access to the bar really helped
people to drink more.

Saturday was busier than previous years with about 100 more visitors than any
other year and when we closed we had dregs of about 16 different beers left – but
probably no more than ¾ cask in total: apart that is from another ale (not from a
Kent brewery), that shall be nameless – which never settled all week, and then
slipped off the stillage which did not help! This was a bit disappointing as we have
had the beer before and it was perfect – so maybe we got a difficult cask this time.
Even so the outcome was not bad seeing that we had 51 casks!
The first beer to sell out (on Friday) was Hop Back Summer Lightning. This is the
fifth time that has happened in six festivals. The only year it did not win was last
year when it came a close second to Timmy Taylor’s Landlord. This year the Landlord lasted well into the Saturday session which was a bit of a surprise to me, but
as I’ve seen quite a bit of Landlord around recently maybe it’s comparative availability accounted for it lasting a bit longer than I expected. Given the stiff competition, especially from the impressive array of Kentish beers, many of which were
award winners in their own right, it was also a bit of a surprise to me that Summer
Lightning was first to sell out but something had to be first!
The forged beer tokens – about £90 on Friday evening – was very disappointing as
it was a deliberately targeted attack, and must have been pre-planned as we did
not release the genuine tokens until shortly before the event opened. So, whoever
was behind it, can only have come in early, then left to copy the tokens and came
back and used them. Although quite a small fraud it could be quite costly to combat, so we may just make a few simple changes to what we do, rather than try to
totally eliminate the risk.
As to the main point about the event – fund raising for the mill – I estimate we
made about £6500 to £7000, which will go a long way to helping us through the
difficult winter season. So thanks very much for your efforts in helping us raise this
amount and I hope that you might consider helping us again next year, or at our
cider festival on 8th - 9th October. And thanks again for your support.

Graham Butterworth
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15th Century
Pub and
Restaurant
with
4 Star
accommodation
****

Come and enjoy a pint of real ale with a choice of Gadds
plus three other regularly changing cask ales
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

♦
♦
♦

Large garden, conservatory and barbeque patio
Ideal for wedding receptions - large marquee
Coaches welcomed by appointment
Children's play area, including bouncy castle. Baby
changing room
Daily changing specials board featuring local
produce, as well as our comprehensive bar and
à la carte menus, all our veg home grown in Worth
Air conditioned restaurant & conservatory
Accommodation with 6 rooms, all en-suite
Wifi internet

Monday-Saturday 12 - 2.30pm & 6pm - 11pm
Sunday 12 - 4.30pm (to 9.30pm during summer months)
St. Crispin Inn, The Street, Worth, Nr Deal, Kent
Telephone: 01304 612081
www.stcrispininn.com
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POETRY CORNER
As it's summertime and G K Chesterton's poem about beer and the British always
has a summery feel about, we have taken the liberty of reprinting it here. We hope
those of an agnostic or atheistic persuasion are not put off by the last verse.
The Rolling English Road
Before the Romans came to Rye or out to Severn Strode,
The rolling English drunkard made the rolling English road.
A reeling road, a rolling road, that rambles round the shire,
And after him the parson ran, the sexton and the squire;
A merry road, a mazy road, and such as we did tread
The night we went to Birmingham by way of Beachy Head.
I knew no harm of Bonapart and plenty of the squire,
And for to fight the Frenchman I did not much desire;
But I did bash their baggonets because they came arrayed
To straighten out the crooked road an English drunkard made,
Where you and I went down the lane with ale-mugs in our hands,
The night we went to Glastonbury by way of Goodwin sands.
His sins they were forgiven him; or why do flowers run
Behind him; and the hedges all strengthening in the sun?
The wild thing went from left to right and knew not which was which,
But the wild rose was above him when they found him in the ditch.
God pardon us, nor harden us; we did no see so clear
The night we went to Bannockburn by way of Brighton Pier.
My friends, we will not go again or ape an ancient rage,
Or stretch the folly of our youth to the shame of age,
But walk with clearer eyes and ears this path that wandereth,
And see undrugged in evening light the decent inn of death;
For there is good news yet to hear and fine things to be seen,
Before we go to Paradise by way of Kensal Green.
G K Chesterton

Admission
£1 - CAMRA Members
£4 - Non Members
www.maidstoneansmidkentcamra.co.uk
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Getting to Know

HOPDAEMON BREWERY

T

onie Prinz started Hopdaemon Brewery towards the end of 2000 and produced
his first brew at the beginning of the new millennium, in 2001. The original site
was at Tyler Hill, north of Canterbury, and Tonie and his wife lived next door to the
brewery. In 2006, to give more room and to locate all of the operations under one
roof, the brewery was moved to Newnham, to the site previously occupied by
Swale Brewery. The brew length is 15 barrels with up to three brews per week. The
Prinz family moved house at the same time as the brewery move, but they settled
in Chilham.
Earlier in the year I paid a visit to the Hopdaemon Brewery, and set out for Newnham, by means of motor omnibus, in company with Jeffrey Waller, who was to
take the photographs. The ‘bus stop is only a few yards away from the brewery,
which is situated behind the church at Parsonage Farm. Tonie was ensconced in
his office, surrounded by the many awards for his beers, whilst Peter, his brewer,
was brewing beer.
I asked Tonie whether he would be brewing a mild for Tonie Prinz
CAMRA’s “Make May a Mild Month. This is one beer style
that he has yet to brew. Unfortunately, there were no
plans at present, although he would not rule out the possibility of brewing a mild at some future date. His best selling beer is Incubus, although Golden Braid might outstrip
it in the summer months. The brewery owns a small machine for bottling the popular bottled conditioned beers
which might be found in local Tesco, Waitrose, Sainsbury
and Asda supermarkets. Bottled beers account for 2030% of beer sales. The bottled Skrimshander is so popular with one lady, that tired of lugging ten cases of this
beer home each fortnight, she now has a delivery direct
from the brewery. She does have three males in her family
to help her consume it.
Tonie is not a man to cut corners and brews his beers using only top quality malts
and whole hops. He buys 98-99% of his hops from two local hop gardens; John
Clinch of Ospringe ( who exports half his production to the USA), and the leading
Kent hop grower, Tony Redsell of Boughton. Hopdæmon use East Kent Goldings
(which is Tonie's favourite hop), Challenger, Kentish Cascade and a small amount
of Saas. The three main brews are Golden Braid 3.7% which uses just EK Goldings, Incubus 4.0% - Kentish Cascade, Challenger and EK Goldings and Skrimshander 4.5% - EK Goldings and Challenger. Tonie has his own yeast culture, with
which he shares his office.
After a tour of the brewery, we settled down to taste some of Tonie’s and Peter’s
bottled beers. First of all we tried the Green Daemon, which is an organic lager.
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Although slightly sweet to my taste, it had Roger Marples (Right) chats with Peter &
plenty of body and character, which one Tonie
does not normally associate with lager.
The next beer that we tried was Skrimshander, which is my favourite. I find it a
well balanced very drinkable beer, and the
good old flavour of Kentish hops certainly
come through well. Lastly we tried Leviathan at 6.0%. This had been aged in the
bottle, and Tonie keeps a supply of different brews in order that he might compare
the different tastes that bottle ageing provides. I always think that Leviathan particularly lends itself to bottling, and the rich,
darkish brew that we tasted was no exception.
Unfortunately, there is not an outlet for Hopdæmon beers in Newnham, so taking
our leave of Peter, we sped off in Tonie’s Land Rover for the nearby Black Lion at
Lynsted which serves an excellent range of Goacher’s beers, where Tonie was
quite happy to taste some of his fellow micro brewer’s beers. The Black Lion is unusual in selling three dark and only one light beer. Tonie did try to persuade the
landlord to stock one of his beers. Perhaps one day.....

Roger Marples

Channel Draught
Available onon-line or by post

Y

ou’ve probably picked up your current copy of Channel Draught from your local. This is our preferred method for distributing our magazine as it is a simple
and direct way of getting the magazine out and helps support the pubs across our
branch. But were you aware that there are two other ways of getting hold of our
magazine.
On our website, www.camra-dds.org.uk, you’ll find PDFs of the last three editions
of Channel Draught for downloading. There is normally a short delay before this
version of the magazine is available.
For those of you who prefer to have a pristine, printed copy of our branch magazine, and can’t get to a pub that distributes it, we are introducing a new postal service. For a small annual fee, currently £3.00 to cover postage and packing, it will
be possible to receive our four seasonal copies of Channel Draught by post. If
you’d like to subscribe to this new service please send a cheque for £3.00, made
payable to DDS CAMRA, to Mr R. Meares, 17 Barley Close, Martin Mill, Dover,
CT15 5LD. Please ensure you enclose your name and address with the cheque. If
you also provide your email address we can confirm receipt of payment. This subscription will need to be renewed every year in May if you want to continue receiving Channel Draught.
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ELECTION PROMISES
Have manifesto promises become Government Policy

N

ow that some time has passed since the formation of the Conservative/Lib
Dem coalition, how do their manifesto promises match the actuality in respect
of alcohol and public houses?
MANIFESTO COMMITMENTS
Responsible Drinking
Conservative - ban sale of alcohol below cost
- raise taxes on super strength products, to target antisocial
drinkers and not unfairly penalise responsible drinkers
Lib Dems
- ban sale of alcohol below cost
- review alcohol taxation to ensure it tackles binge drinking
without unfairly penalising responsible drinkers
Licensing
Conservative - increase powers to refuse/remove licences from problem venues
- shut down premises persistently selling alcohol to the
under-age and double the maximum fine
- allow late night licences to include charge for additional policing
Lib Dems
- allow two performers of unamplified music and audiences of up
to 200 in licensed premises without an entertainment license
Beer Tax
Conservative - make small business rate relief automatic, and reduce small
company corporation tax from 21p to 20p
- retain beer duty escalator
- do not introduce 10% cider duty rise and increase taxes on
higher strength drinks
Lib Dems
- make small business rate relief automatic and reform business
rate system to the benefit of pubs
- scrap beer duty escalator
- consider a differential rate of duty for draught beer sold in pubs
Beer Tie
Conservative - introduce statutory code of conduct for pubcos if they fail to
self regulate by 2011, and a guest beer right for tied tenants
Lib Dems
- guest beer right, and free-of-tie option for tied tenants
Local Communities & Planning
Conservative - give local community Right to Buy Scheme and power to
protect local assets threatened with closure or demolition
- allow local communities to specify the type of development
they want in their area
Lib Dems
- ban the use of restrictive covenants
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- ban demolition of pubs without community consultation
- introduce local competition test for new retail development,
and a new OFT local competition office
So how do the promises match up to the reality? The following, are the items relating to pubs and alcohol from the new Government's five year programme.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Find a practical way to make small business rate relief automatic
Cut red tape to encourage the performance of more live music
Allow consideration of competition issues in councils' local plans to shape
the direction and type of new retail development
Give neighbourhoods more control over their own locality, and a greater say
over how taxpayers' money is spent there
Help communities save local facilities and services threatened with closure.
Ban the sale of alcohol below cost price
Ensure alcohol taxation and pricing tackles binge drinking without penalising
responsible drinkers, pubs and local industries
Strengthen powers to remove/refuse licences from problem premises
Permanent closure of shop or bars persistently selling alcohol to children
Double the maximum fine for under-age alcohol sales to £20,000
Permit the late-night licences to include charge for additional policing.

Interestingly there is no reference to the beer tie, restrictive covenants, consultation
before the demolition or change of use of pubs, or the Lib Dems radical proposal of
a different tax rate for draught beer in pubs. Nor is there mention of the beer duty
escalator, which no doubt means it will remain.

A warm and friendly atmosphere
awaits all who enter this traditional
ale house, which has twice won the
title of Deal, Dover and Sandwich
Branch Pub of the Year.
Inside you will find friendly staff and
a roaring open fire for the colder
winter months, an array of traditional pub games as well as the superb choice of real ales and real
ciders!

•

•

Up to 6 real ales at any
one time, including Harvey’s Best Bitter.
3 real ciders/perries
Visit our website for the ales on now:
Web: www.theberrywalmer.co.uk
email: berry_walmer@hotmail.co.uk
Tel: 01304 362411
Address: The Berry, Canada Road,
Walmer, CT14 7EQ
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
I read with interest Old Wort's comments regarding the availability of bottled beers
(Channel Draught Spring 2010). In answer to the question "Where on Earth can
you buy the legendary Gales' Prize Old Ale" the most likely place would be the
brewery shop, although it was also available in "selected pubs".
I noticed the advertisement for White Shield in What's Brewing which stated that it
is available in Waitrose, well not in the Ashford branch, the lady stocking the beer
shelves had never even heard of it when I asked for some.
Perhaps you could give some praise to our friends at Harveys who continue to
brew a good range of bottled beers in half pint returnable bottles. I know these are
not bottle conditioned, but it is a continuation of what you refer to as "a whole lost
culture". Harveys bottled beers include Blue Label 3.6%, Armada 4.5%, Nut Brown
Ale 3.0%, Sweet Sussex Stout 2.8%, Porter 4.8%, Elizabethan Ale 8.1% and a
range of other seasonal beers and low alcohol drinks. Well done Harveys.
Chris Excell
Thanks Chris – it's good to see that Old Wort's pontifications do get read! It's also
good to hear that Harveys maintain the half pint bottled beer tradition. Interestingly,
since the publication of our Spring edition I see that Morrisons in Dover also sells
White Shield Worthington, although only in the 500 ml bottles, not the traditional
half pint pub measure which always seemed just the right size. Ed.

The Three Cups
59 Crabble Hill Dover CT17 0RX
01304204844
www.thethreecups.co.uk
A Warm Welcome Awaits All
Good selection of Cask Ales always
available - frequently changing range,
includes, Courage, Thwaites, Sharps,
Doombar, Cottage Brewery Ales plus
others.
Fine Wine available by the glass or
bottle
Open 12pm 7 Days a week
Live Music most Saturdays - Sunday Roasts £6.95 - Monday Night is Steaknight
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The Plough Inn
Church Lane, Ripple
Tel: 01304 360209
Real Ales, Country Wines
Full weekday menu plus traditional Sunday lunches
Accommodation, Two Double Rooms & One Twin Room - All en-suite

Ales always available are:
Fullers ESB, Shepherd Neame Master Brew &
Spitfire plus Guest Ales
Listed in the 2008 CAMRA Good Beer Guide
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BY TRISHA WELLS

CROSSWORD
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Down

Across

1. Sprout bag laid out in food-oriented inn
(9)
6. Moist vibration in mind (5)
8. Friendly fruit drink (7)
11. Study spot in Carlsberg country (7)
12. Send form to make it tidy (9)
13. Eli cast around for stretchy cord (7)
14. Syrup blanket (3)
15. Drives to roundabouts (5)
17. Composer hears list (5)
19. Drink Hog’s Back beer! (3)
21. Indian hair style (7)
23. Raises doubts about chopped ham
pieces (9)
24. Collecting in Cathar vestibule (7)
25. Crazy ewe is in German wine (7)
27. Corps elements (5)
28. Kidnapped author spoiled son’s event
(9)

1. Fine ale for girl scout’s book (4,4,5)
2. Normal flag (8)
3. I hear you left centaur to change his mind
(6)
4. Crumble hack’s strong crisp bar snack
(4,11)
5. Resisting village carthorse in home
counties (15)
6. Shred all pieces for strong tactics (4,4)
7. Ship ahoy! There’s beer hidden here (3)
9. One vehicle for Russian (4)
10. Thin Celestine made merry in
mountainous country (13)
16. Sear cans all round and head for pub (8)
18. Sucks seeds loudly and wins (8)
20. Work in Octopussy (4)
22. Jump over obstacle (6)
26. Austrian river hotel (3)

Answers on Page 61
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THE LONDON RING
The Beery Boaters
Spring 2010 trip

T

he Beery Boaters had done the ‘London Ring’ before but only with one boat on
the End-of-Year Trip. This time, by popular demand, it was to be the April trip
with two narrowboats, hired from the Lee Valley Boating Centre at Broxbourne –
both convenient to the route and prepared to let us take their craft onto the
Thames. The boats, Emily (68ft) and May (69ft) we had both hired before
(respectively Oct '05 for the London Ring and Oct 08 for the Rivers Lea and Stort),
and as we learned when we arrived, it was lucky that we planned to do it this year
as this may be the boatyard's last season in the weekly hire business. Incidentally,
it is usual when referring to the river alone to employ the spelling ‘Lea’, but ‘Lee’ is
used for just about everything else, e.g., Lee & Stort Navigation.
Friday 23rd April. Just about everyone arrived early, and with May and Emily
moored outside the Crown opposite the boatyard, the crews enjoyed good ale in
the pub's riverside garden, while loading their luggage, and waiting to depart – Tom
Mitchell, Alan Hodges, Paul Taroni, Martin Prime, Robert Miller and ‘Topsy’ Turvey
were on Emily with Jim Green, Martin Atkins, John and Dave Underdown, Terry
Easley, Colin Alanskas, Simon Glover and a newcomer, Steve Grayland on May.
Steve is an accomplished accordion player and so, with Colin, also on the squeeze
box, Simon on percussions and occasionally Dave on the Jew’s harp and Hon.
Com. with his mouth organs we had quite a ship’s orchestra. And, of course, Colin
brought along Jess as ship’s dog; a Lakeland terrier quiet amiable with many other
canines, but hurling invective doggerel at some for no apparent reason. We must
have moved off at about 2.30pm to cover the 4½ miles and 3 locks to Waltham
Abbey for our first night’s stay, where we tied up above Waltham Town Lock. Most
of the evening was spent in the Welsh Harp and the Crown, both McMullen’s pubs.
The Harp backs onto the abbey grounds, where a memorial to King Harold
Godwinson, marks his reputed final resting place after the Battle of Hastings. The
Crown saw the ship’s band’s first public performance of the trip, and take-aways
(Mr Hing, etc.) were purchased for our return to the boats.
Saturday 24th April. As this was going to be a At the Anchor & Hope, Clapton
relatively easy trip, Hon. Commodore had decided to do away with the traditional 6am
starts and generously let the lads have an
extra hour in bed in the mornings. However,
this didn’t deter some insomniacs in May from
clattering around at 5.30! We thought that we
might have breakfast in the canalside café just
past Waltham Abbey bridge, but although advertised as opening at 7.30pm, it showed no
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The Cross, Lower Street, Eastry, Sandwich, Kent CT13 0HX

Tel. 01304 611188

thefivebellseastry@yahoo.co.uk

TRADITIONAL OLD ENGLISH PUB
WARM FRIENDLY WELCOME
OPEN - SUN TO THURS 11AM TO 11.30PM, FRI & SAT 11AM to 1AM
BAR SNACKS & HOME COOKED FOOD ALL DAY
12 - 8.30pm EVERYDAY
REAL ALES
GREENE KING IPA + GUEST ALE
ENTERTAIMENT AT TIMES
FUNCTION ROOM AVAILABLE

SATURDAY 14th AUGUST - CLIFF CASTLE as ELVIS
FRIDAY 27th AUGUST - RACE NIGHT
(in aid of the KENT AIR AMBULANCE)
SATURDAY 28th AUGUST - CHARLIE
SUNDAY 29th AUGUST - BAR -B-Q & BAND 4PM - 7PM
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appearance of doing so, and we set off down the Lea, May's crew sustaining themselves with tasty egg and bacon sandwiches knocked up by Terry and Steve. Our
objective was Fuller's Anchor & Hope at High Hill Ferry, Clapton, ten miles and
seven locks away. After the first three, the locks increase in size, and are mostly
paired with a hydraulically operated lock in parallel with a manual one.
We had always considered the Anchor & Hope inaccessible on account of a metal
fence between the river and the pub, however we had heard that this might have
been remedied. But alas, on arrival we found the situation unaltered. The gallant
crew, though were undaunted. A brief conversation with a member of the pub's
staff, who was sweeping up outside, informed us that it was acceptable to climb
over the railings, so with the assistance of a chair she supplied from the pub we
clambered over. And it was well worth the effort. A proper pub, justly referred to in
CAMRA's GBG as having ‘No food, just good beer’; although there was some solid
sustenance in the way of rolls, and the beer included the excellent Gale's Festival
Mild. The sun shone on the righteous and the ship’s band entertained the local
populace, including a couple of little black girls who were induced into playing
some of the percussion instruments. We must have stayed there for three hours or
so, and promised to call in on our way back, before moving on a further half mile,
for a pint of Young’s at the Princess of Wales at Lea Bridge Road. Unfortunately,
the Ship Aground, behind the Princess, was closed and boarded up.
Just four miles and one lock (Old Ford),
with the 2012 Olympic Stadium being constructed beside it, to go. Above Bow Locks
we joined the very straight (and dull) mile
of the Limehouse Cut, to the Limehouse
Basin, where, with the visitors’ moorings
full, we had to moor three abreast alongside a lady boater already there. Much of
the basin is flanked by 'No Mooring' signs,
and no doubt reserved for the desirable
waterside residences (modern flats) abut- The Crown on the Commercial Road
ting. People went to various pubs in the
evening. I, and a few others went to the Crown, in the busy Commercial Road,
which sold Fuller’s beer, and then on to the Queen’s Head, Flamborough Street, for
some Young’s – famous for a visit by the late-lamented Queen Mother in the 1980s
when she pulled, and consumed, a pint of Young’s Special Bitter there.
Sunday 25th April. There was no need to get up early as we weren’t due to be
locked down into the Thames until 9.30am (although in the event the Dockmaster
actually allowed us to go at nine). Before leaving I pulled up the couple of small
crab pots, I had lowered overboard the evening before, baited with a pig’s ear
apiece. I had brought them with the hope of catching some American crayfish,
which reputedly infest Lea and Stort, but had had no luck the night before at
Waltham Abbey. To my surprise, I had captured a couple of dozen small perch,
probably more than your average fresh-water fisherman would catch in a month of
perpetual gloom of sitting on the canal bank and shouting abuse at innocent passing boaters.
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The weather forecast for the day, also that of the London Marathon, boded well,
but as we entered the lock the heavens opened! The gates behind us were closed
and the radial gates in front cranked open slightly to let the water out, and we descended towards tidal waters. With a foot to go we were told to start engines and
release ropes, and then the gates were opened and out we went in driving rain
onto the choppy waters of the Thames, and with the skyscrapers of Canary Wharf
behind us, headed up river. Towards Tower Bridge, the waters became calmer,
while soon after HMS Belfast the rain stopped. We could plainly see runners competing in the London Marathon on the Victoria Embankment, and we assumed that
the occasional cheering was for them and not our progress up the river. We
passed the London Eye on one side and the Houses of Parliament (the Westminster Gas Works - closed for the Election), on the other, and then Lambeth Palace
and Battersea Power Station on the left, the flowing tide taking us up-river at a fair
old rate.
I was steering with Martin checking the book
on which arches to use, when at Fulham Railway Bridge, we suddenly found the current
sweeping towards the right pier of the central
arch, but with full throttle (wellie) we pulled just
inside. The Boat Race stretch produced its
usual crop of small boats from single sculls to
eights, and then we were at Brentford and the
three islands, or aits, where we were surprised

The Brewery Tap, Brentford

THE CARRIERS
ARMS
12 West Street
Dover
CT17 0DU

Traditional Local
Open 11.30am to midnight every day
Adnams, Courage, Sharps, Fullers, Harveys beers

‘LATCHLIFTER’
LATCHLIFTER’ 12 - 5 Sundays
Discounts on all draught beers
Darts

Pool

Phone 077 852 808 71
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Football Team

Site on Facebook

to see a large flock of ring-neck parakeets in possession of one and an occupied
heronry on another. Then round the back of the third ait, and we swung right into
Brentford Creek and the entrance to the Grand Union Canal at Thames Lock: 16
miles in 2½ hours. We moored above the lock and crossed the footbridge to
Fuller's Brewery Tap, and more beer and more music from the ship's band.
That night we ignored the Fox at the bottom of Hanwell locks and ascended the
flight to moor outside the Old Oak Tree at Southall. This may have been a mistake.
Although it meant a couple of miles and eight locks fewer for the next day, as we
discovered, the Old Oak Tree no longer sold Real Ale and neither did the Havelock
Arms in the centre of Southall, now apparently an exclusively Asian community.
While others went for a curry or returned to the boat, four of us trudged back to the
Lamb at Norwood, a pleasant canalside pub but with the only real ale pump clip,
Fuller’s London Pride, turned round. However, we were thirsty and badly needed a
rest, and sacrificing our principles made do with keg. The pub was cosy and
friendly, and with the prospect of finding nothing better we stopped for a few more
before returning to the boats along the towpath.
Monday 26th April. Away at seven(ish) and
right onto the Paddington Arm of the Grand
Union Canal at Bull’s Bridge Junction, and,
until the aqueduct over the North Circular,
one of the more characterless parts of the
canal network. There had been a suggestion
to stop at Little Venice which has several
pubs of interest, but there appeared nowhere
to moor, so we carried on past Lord’s Cricket
Ground to the northern edge of Regent’s
Park. Just here is Macclesfield Road Bridge
with its Doric columns, better known to the canal fraternity as ‘Blow-up’ Bridge, owing to its demolition by a barge of gunpowder igniting as it passed under it in 1874.
The bridge was rebuilt, using the existing columns, but turned round, so that the
marks made by the tow-ropes of countless horses appear to be on the wrong side.
The Narrowboat, Islington

We passed London Zoo and after a few
more hundred yards were lucky enough to Getting underway on Tuesday morning
find moorings at the top of Camden Locks,
not far from Camden Market. Now a major
tourist attraction, its success is reflected in
the general level of beer prices. However
we came across a Wetherspoon Lloyd’s No.
1, the Ice Wharf, right by the top lock, which
initially we had walked by without noticing!
Not only was there a good range of guest
beers, but they were 20p a pint cheaper
than the Wetherspoon pubs in East Kent
and about half the price of beers in the other
Camden Town pubs nearby!
Our evening venue was to be the Wenlock Arms in Islington – just five locks and
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about two miles including the 960 yard Islington Tunnel, to our intended moorings
outside the Narrow Boat, so there was no great urgency in setting off and we tied
up just after six. Although not in the current Good Beer Guide, I think the Narrow
Boat's, range and quality of the beers better than in 2007, when it was, and I sampled, and enjoyed immensely, a couple of pints of Sambrook beer from a new micro-brewery at Battersea. Then it was down the road to the Wenlock Arms. Good
quality beer but the expected salt beef sandwiches, had unfortunately all gone.
Tuesday 27th April. Off again at 7.30 am.
North London changed to East London imperceptibly under a cloudless sky with commuting cyclists dashing along the towpath
and children crossing the bridges on their
way to school. It was almost rural at Bethnal
Green with the large Victoria Park to the left
and the trees coming out in leaf. After Old
Ford Lock (although the same name, a different one from that we had descended on Tuesday lunchtime beer and
Saturday) May turned left at the tight junc- music session
tion with the Hertford Union Canal, to head
back the 1½ miles and three locks to the Lee Navigation, while Emily carried on
towards the Limehouse Basin, some of the crew wishing to complete the whole
Regent's Canal. It was soon noticed, however, that a pair of May's crew was missing. The ship’s dog had taken her owner for a walk and was following Emily instead
of May, and we moored up while Steve hurried off to retrieve the errant couple
Lunch was to be a return to the Anchor and Hope, which a phone call to the landlord informed us would be open from midday. As it was not yet eleven we stopped
for a pint or two at the Princess of Wales, on the way passing the demolition in progress on the left bank of the famous Lesney factory of Matchbox toy fame, a sad
sight. At High Hill we moored below the railway bridge downstream of the Anchor &
Hope, where the fence is just posts linked by chains and access is easier. The
bridge is of interest to aviation buffs as A. V. Roe, the founder of AVRO, constructed his first flying machine under one of the arches. The pub was open ready
for us and it wasn’t long before the ale flowed and the band played. Emily soon
arrived and another satisfying session ensued. We eventually left at about 3pm,
and I think that I am not alone in judging the Anchor & Hope as having been the
best pub of the week. We had an uneventful run back to Waltham Abbey, and
moored again at the same place as Friday evening, before spending the evening
again mainly in the Welsh Harp and the Crown.
Wednesday 28th April. Starting just after 7am we headed north and passed our hire
base at 8.30 before arriving at Carthagena Lock, always very pretty with flowers,
especially in the Autumn when the roses are in bloom. Just after the Fish & Eels,
destined as our final night’s stop, we saw a rare Australian black swan – I have
only ever seen three others on my various waterway meanderings. We were at
Fielde’s Weir slightly before 10.00, where the River Stort goes off to the right, and
staying with the Lea to the left, and were soon passing the Rye House go-kart circuit, speedway track, and Rye House Inn. The residents of the houses opposite
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can’t get much peace, especially at weekends. Shortly afterwards came Stanstead
Abbots and St. Margaret’s, and the fierce Stanstead Lock, with only gate paddles
at the top end and a swing bridge over it which has to be pushed aside to allow
boats through. Then one more lock and we arrived at Ware at 11.30 where we tied
up just above the busy A119 road bridge.
There are plenty of pubs in Ware. I think we all started in the Vine where some also
ate, and many then went to the McMullen’s Victoria with its riverside garden. Starting off again at 3.30 with only 2 locks in the 2¼ miles, Hertford was reached in an
hour, and we turned just above Mill Bridge, the head of navigation for craft of our
length. Our Martin managed a neat 3-point turn (I'd been there before - Ed) – allaying the seeming anxieties of a lady watching from a river-side garden and returned
May back under the bridge to moor outside the Old Barge. However, on Emily
which came past shortly afterwards, their Martin managed only a 303-point turn,
before mooring alongside May camouflaged in willow branches and leaves. Naturally, our evening’s imbibing began at the Old Barge, a regular entry in recent
GBGs, with an extensive range of beers, following which the company dispersed to
various other hostelries in the town. On my return to May I lowered the crayfish
pots for the final time in the so-far unfulfilled attempts to catch some of the crafty
crustaceans.
Thursday 29th April. And there to my surprise, when
The vicious local crayfish
I pulled in my pots before moving off, was one. It
attacked me fiercely when I removed it making me
almost glad that I hadn’t caught a net-full of them.
Naturally, there only being the sole example, after a
photograph it was returned to its natural habitat. We
returned passed Ware and tied up at Stanstead
Abbots near the Jolly Fisherman (what a misnomer!!). After several pints of McMullens the other
two nearby pubs in the town were visited, Fuller's
Lord Louis and the Red Lion, a free house with an
enticing range of ales such as Shepherd Neame.
With only three miles and one lock to the Fish & Eels, we didn’t set off until 4pm
and were moored just past the pub about an hour later. It’s a large pub with the
emphasis on eating and a pretty standard beer range, Adnams, Wells, Fuller’s,
etc., but it was in good condition, and we spent all evening there. As we left at
11.00 it began to rain heavily.
The Beery Boaters Spring 2010 crew

Friday 30th April. The rain had stopped and
we were off at 7.30 for the last time with a
clear sky and a fresh breeze. With two locks
and a couple of miles to go we were moored
with the boats cleaned up and the luggage
on shore before the boatyard staff arrived.
After the traditional final group photographs
we dispersed on our various ways home.

Jim Green
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LAST KNOCKINGS
E

SB or not ESB When the real ale revival kicked off in the 1970s Fullers ESB
rapidly came to occupy a special place. At a time when the micro industry had
barely started, it was not only just about the strongest real ale regularly available,
but it also had a taste somewhat reminiscent of a strong bottled ale. However,
sometime within the last twenty years, and despite protestations by Fullers to the
contrary, it appeared to have radically changed, to the extent, that to my palate at
least, it was normally indistinguishable from any other 5% plus bitter. That was until
this year's spring outing by the Beery Boaters when I tried a pint at one of our canalside watering holes. Not only was it very well kept, but it seemed to have reacquired something of its previous form – perhaps not quite back to how I remember
it, but certainly offering a good impression. During the trip we also came across
Fullers Hock and the former Gale's brew, Festival Mild, now a Fuller's brand – both
of which were excellent, while others were very impressed by the brewery's light
coloured seasonal Seafarers Ale. We have commented before that Fullers appeared quite prepared to brew interesting and flavoursome beers. However,
unless you live within the area of their tied estate, it seems you are unlikely to
come across anything but the often not particularly inspiring London Pride.
Cask Marque My re-acquaintance with ESB was accompanied by an interesting
conversion with a gentleman from Cask Marque, the organisation that offers accreditation to sellers of real ale. By chance he was surveying the beer quality at the
pub during our stop, and asked our opinion of the ESB. I commented along the
lines outlined above, to which man from Cask Marque replied that he was sure that
an established brewer would not change a successful brew. I cannot remember his
exact words but it seemed evident that he was referring to what remained of the
traditional local or regional beerage, as opposed to the micro industry. An odd reply
I thought, for the traditional family brewers, appear to spend their time altering their
beers, if only by changing the strength. By comparison the micros appear to make
far less changes – I don't recall Hopdaemon or Goachers ever changing anything,
once a beer had been established. Contrast with Shepherd Neame, who last year
dropped Spitfire from 4.5% to 4.2%, or Greene King, who over recent years have
reduced Ruddles County from 5% to 4.3% and Speckled Hen from 5.2% to 4.5%.
A Lonely Society A report earlier in the year identified loneliness as an increasing
problem in modern Britain, a fact which will come as no surprise to real ale drinkers
and CAMRA members, who are well aware of the sharp decline in the numbers of
that prime community asset, the traditional local. Whatever the marvels of modern
technology, the internet is no substitute for real contact with real people. Forty
years ago the town of Dover had over eighty pubs, many of them of the small back
street variety. Today they total under half that, and its the smaller, more intimate
and often friendlier pubs that tend to have gone. It seems that as with much of the
rest of modern business, Henry Ford's philosophy of small cars small profits, big
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cars big profits has been adopted: except that is, that just at the moment big pubs
aren't necessarily doing that well either. Interestingly, all major political parties now
see support of community pubs as central to their policies on community and society. Let's hope that it's more than rhetoric and that they haven't left it too late.
None So Blind For many of us, especially those whose time is constrained by
other factors, an hour or two's drive in the country and a pint in a pub, is one of
life's simpler, but more necessary pleasures. Not so however, for one reader of
CAMRA's newsletter What's Brewing. In response to a letter expressing concern
over the future of country pubs were the drink drive limits to be lowered, a gentleman from Wolverhampton informed us that he found it “incredible” that CAMRA
should publish such views. “Is he really advocating you drink and drive?” he continued, “If you want to go to a country pub for a meal, you will be going with company
who enjoy a drink as well. We take turns in driving when we go out and have not
had any real problems.” Which in turn of course elicits the obvious response, “is it
really advocated, that the only occasion one might want to visit a country pub is to
have a meal, and then only in company?” Many will feel that the only thing that is
incredible, is that such myopic views should be held by a reader of What's Brewing.
Battle of Britain As we celebrate the 70th anniversary of the Battle of Britain we
might pause to consider how its combatants' use of alcohol would compare with
current advice on its consumption. Winston Churchill (reputedly at least a bottle of
brandy and bottle of champagne a day) would have likely consumed his daily allowance before breakfast and been well into the 'binge drinking' category, while the
'The Few', who daily risked their lives against the Luftwaffe, probably had considerably more than just blood coursing through their veins when they were scrambled
in the early hours of a summer's morning. And the same was no doubt true of many
who ran the U boat gauntlet on the Atlantic convoys, or later in the war crewed the
Lancasters on their nightly bombing raids over Germany. Desperate times, etc., but
then society's attitudes towards alcohol has always been as ambiguous as its love/
hate relationship with those it hires to protect it. Kipling put it succinctly: “For it's
Tommy this, an' Tommy that, an' 'Chuck him out, the brute!' But it's 'Saviour of 'is
country ' when the guns begin to shoot.” Throughout history most cultures have
consumed alcohol, or some other intoxicant, and those that have not, or that have
attempted prohibition, have proved no great examples of success. Churchill's consumption may well have reached alcoholic proportions, but he did reach the age of
90 and remained an MP until shortly before his death. More importantly for the rest
of us, there must be considerable doubt, if without that level of drinking, he would
have been able to provide such inspired leadership for the five years of his wartime
premiership. Of course if we want an example of restraint and moderation, we need
look no further than the other side of the Channel and the Nazi regime itself. In
health terms, as a non-smoking, light drinking, near vegetarian who kept himself fit,
Adolf Hitler would have ticked all the boxes.
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CROSSWORD
ANSWERS

National Contacts
Nationally CAMRA can be contacted at:
CAMRA, 230 Hatfield Rd, St Albans,
Herts., AL1 4LW.
For enquiries, phone 01727 867201
Web www.camra.org.uk
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Local Information &
Useful Numbers
Dover Tourist Info
Folk Tourist Info
Dover Police Stn
Folk Police Stn

01304 205108
01303 258594
01303 240055
01303 850055

Dover Taxis
A1
01304 211111
A2B
01304 225588
Central
01304 204040
Dover Heritage01304 204420
Star
01304 228822
Victory
01304 228888
Deal Taxis
AI Cars
Castle Taxis
Direct Cars
Jacks Cars

01304 363636
01304 374000
01304 382222
01304 362299
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Thanet
Debbie Aris 01843 591731 (h)
debbie@thanet-camra.org.uk
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Canterbury
Mike Galliers 01732 771775 (w)
01227 272494 (h)
mike@calebriparc.co.uk
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Ashford Folkestone & Romney Marsh
Paul Meredith - 01580 762462
paul@camra-afrm.org.uk
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Sandwich Taxis
AM Cars
01304 614209
Sandwich Cars
01304 617424
Folkestone Taxis
Channel Cars
01303 252252
Chris’s Taxis
01303 226490
Folk. Taxi
01303 252000
Premier Cars
01303 279900
National Express
Stagecoach
National Rail Enq.

0870 5808080
0870 2433711
08457 484950

Trading Standards Office (East Kent)
01843 223380
Trading Standards Office (Mid Kent)
01303 850294

All numbers on this page were believed
correct at time of going to press.
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And Finally......... a chance to blow up a Pub
In recent times we’ve heard a lot about the depressingly high number of pubs closing. Now there is a way to strike back against this trend with the ‘The Hogshead’
Inflatable Pub. If your local is no more, it’s ideal for private events including birthday parties, weddings, and even festivals. With excellent attention to detail, the
pub features an artistic tiled roof, brick stone wall, two chimney pots and even a
welcoming fire place feature and can be erected anywhere for that real village pub
feel.
The ultimate in garden one-upmanship, the pub stands at over 26 feet tall, 15 foot
wide and can hold up to 50 people. However, it doesn’t come cheap, with a whopping £27,815.00 price tag . However, you do get free delivery!
There are some cheaper alternatives, including ‘The Barrel’ Inflatable Pub at
£12,580.00, ‘The Kilderkin’ Inflatable Pub at £5,275.00 or the ‘The Firkin’ Inflatable
Pub at £4,275.00.
The downside is you’ll have to enforce your own smoking ban if you don’t want
your expensive pride and joy disappearing in a loud bang. Oh, and by the way,
there’s no dartboard either!
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